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ABSTRACT

Systems and methods for customizing avatars responsive to
events are provided . An event is received and a topical

category for the event is determined . A plurality of assets

and a scene responsive to the event is obtained . Each such

asset determines a position of an avatar in the scene over
time. The avatar is associated with a user that has designated

an interest in the topical category . The avatar is obtained

from a user profile associated with the user. A sticker is
avatar. The altered version of the avatar comprises : (i) one

formed comprising the scene and an altered version of the

or more visible layers that are present in the avatar and (ii )
one or more visible layers that are not present in the avatar
and that include all or a portion of the plurality of assets ,

( 2006 .01)

thereby forming a sticker. The sticker is then provided to the

(2006 .01)

user .
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A method of customizing a first avatar 238 responsive to an event. The

method comprises, in accordance with a client application 236 on a first

electronic device 102 associated with a first user 340, where the client
application 236 includes a first avatar 238 representing the first user, the
first electronic device 102 comprises one ormore processors 214 ,memory
220 , and a display 202: receiving a selection ofone ormore topical
categories 248 from an enumerated plurality of topical categories .

404

Associate the one or more topical categories with the first avatar 238 .

+ +++ + + +++ ++++ ++++ + + + + ++ +++ ++++ ++ +++ + + +++ +++ ++++++ + ++ + + + + + + + +++ + ++ + ++ + + + + + + +++ + + + ++++ + + + + +++ +++ + + + + + + + ++++ + +++ + ++ +++ + + ++++ + + ++ +

406

Receive a selection of a first electronic communication 252 within the
application made by the first user 340. The first electronic
communication 252 is received by the first user in the application . The
first electronic communication is classified into a topical category in the
* 408
one or more topical categories , and describes the event.
Customize the first avatar 238 prior to selection of the first electronic !
communication 252 . The customizing comprises concurrently
displaying the first avatar 238 and a first composer graphic on the 1

display . Each different portion of the first composer graphic provides

a different value for a first trait 240 associated with the first
I composer graphic . The first avatar 238 includes a face comprising a
|pair of eyes , a nose , and a set of lips. The customizing further

comprises executing a first procedure comprising (i) displaying on
the first avatar 238 the first trait 240 set at a value associated with a

respective portion of the first composer graphic selected by the first
user 340 responsive to the user selection of the respective portion of

I the first composer graphic , ( ii) repeating the displaying (i) for each

portion of the first composer graphic contacted by the first user 340 !

until a first break in user contact with the first composer graphic is
detected , wherein the repeating occurs at least one time, and (iii)

associating the value of the first trait 240 with the first avatar 238 that
is associated with the portion of the first composer graphic that was

llast contacted by the first user 340 when the first break was

| detected ,wherein the associating displays on the first avatar 238 the
first trait 240 set at the value of the first trait associated with the
portion of the first composer graphic that was last contacted by the
first user 340 when the firstbreak was detected .
--

-

--

--

(A )
Figure 4A
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406 (cont.)
408 (cont.)
-

-

| Responsive to detection of the first break , concurrently display 1
the first avatar 238 and a second composer graphic on the
1 I display
. Each differentportion of the second composer graphic

-

Iprovides a different value for a second trait 240 associated with
the second composer graphic . Execute a second procedure
comprising (i) displaying on the first avatar 238 the second trait
240 at a value associated with a respective portion of the
second composer graphic selected by the user 340 responsive
to the user selection of the respective portion of the second
composer graphic, ( ii) repeating the displaying (1) for each
portion of the second composer graphic contacted by the first

I user 340 until a second break in user contact with the second

composer graphic is detected . The repeating occurs at least
one time. And ( iii) associating the value of the second trait 240

with the first avatar that is associated with the portion of the
???? second composer graphic that was last contacted by the first
??
???
user 340 when the second break was detected . The

associating displays on the first avatar the second trait 240 set

????

at the value of the second trait associated with the portion of the

second composer graphic last contacted by user 340 when the
? ? ? ? second break was detected .

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The first or second trait 240 is hair style , ear size , skin color ,

head shape , eye pupil color, eye pupil size , eye size , rotation of
the eyes, height of the eyes on the face, distance between the
eyes , ear style , ear size , hair style , hair color, amount of face

????? wrinkles , an amount of cheek indents /dimples , an amount of

face pimples , stomach thickness , overall body height, arm

?????
-

length , leg length , foot size , facialhair style , facial hair color,
leyebrow length , eyebrow color, eyebrow height, a thickness of 1
eyelashes , an eyelash color, an eyelash length , a nose style ,al
nose size, a height ofthe nose on the face , a mouth size, a
Imouth shape, a height of the mouth on the face, a teeth style ,ai
teeth size , a teeth color, a lip style , a lip size, a lip color,
absence or presence of a facial blush , absence or presence of
an eyeshadow , an eye shadow color , a shirt, a vest, a jacket, a

dress , a skirt, a pair of pants , a pair of shorts, a pair of eye
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

glasses , a hat, a pair of earphones , a necklace , a pair of

earrings , a watch , a bracelet, a scarf , and /or a mask .

Figure 4B
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406 (cont.)
wwwwwwwwwwwww
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from wwwwww

| Customize the first avatar 238 prior to selection of the first electronic |
1 communication 252. The customizing comprises receiving a
specification of the gender of the first avatar 238 from the first user
340 and including a gender layer 244 on the first avatar, from the set
ofmale gender and female gender , responsive to the specification of
gender from the first user 340 .

-

- - -

-

-

- - - - - - - - -

|?

minant 416

The first electronic communication 252 is selected from among a

plurality of electronic communications by the first user 340 , and each !
electronic communication in the plurality of electronic

communications is associated with a category in the one or more L110
| topical categories.
Each respective communication 252 in the plurality of electronic

-

-

-

-

communications includes a different corresponding instance of
the altered version 258 of the first avatar customized for the

VM T respective communication

252 by addition of one or more layers

not present in the first avatar 238 .
?????????????????????
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The first electronic communication 252 is a news article received

from a remote publication source .
- - - - -- - - - -
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420

?

in 422

Form a sticker 256 comprising an altered version 258 of the first avatar

responsive to the selection of the first electronic communication 252 by
the first user 340 . The altered version 258 of the first avatar comprises
one ormore visible layers that are presentin the first avatar and one or
more visible layers that are not present in the first avatar 238 .

The forming the sticker 256 comprises concurrently displaying the
altered version 258 of the first avatar and an emotion slide bar on
the display . First user 340 selection of each different portion of the
emotion slide bar displays a different emotion on the altered version

258 of the first avatar from a discrete set of emotions. Responsive
I to receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide bar, the different
emotion displayed on the altered version 258 of the first avatar is

nan an

Y
-

•

•

•

•

•

changed to the emotion associated with the different portion of the
emotion slide bar in which the user swipe ended ,

Figure 40
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Men 422 (cont.)
M 424 (cont.)
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The first avatar 238 includes a pair of eyes, a nose , and a set of

lips, a pair of eyebrows, a pair of ears , and a body, and each

wmensen

respective emotion in the discrete set of emotions specifies at
Pleast a first characteristic position for the set of lips of the first

I lavatar 238 and a second characteristic position for the pair of

man en
Bonne
van

| eyebrows of the first avatar.
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Provide a first affordance after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 . User selection of the affordance displays a tool

I for selection from a plurality of second avatars other than the first
1 avatar 238 . Each such second avatar 238 is associated with a
different user in a contact list 250 of the first user within the
application or an enumerated list of avatars provided by the
application (with each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars

I representing a different public figure ). Upon receiving a selection of
one ormore second avatars from the plurality of second avatars ,
compile
the one or more
second
avatars
into
the sticker- 256- . - - -

- -

-

.
4
*

*

*

*

Provide a first affordance after the selection of the electronic
communication 252. User selection of the affordance displays a tool1
for selection from a plurality of second avatars other than the first
avatar 238 . Each avatar 238 in the plurality of second avatars is

Tassociated with a different user 340 in a contact list 250 of the first

user within the application or an enumerated list of avatars provided
by the application . Each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars
represents a different public figure . Upon receiving a selection of one
for more second avatars from the plurality of second avatars , the one
for more second avatars are compiled into the sticker 256 . The
forming further comprises concurrently displaying the altered version
1258 of the first avatar, the one or more selected second avatars , and

*

*

*

an emotion slide bar on the display. First user selection of each
different portion of the emotion slide bar provides a different emotion
on the altered version 258 of the first avatar and each second avatar
in the one or more second avatars from a discrete set of emotions.
Responsive to receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide bar, the
lemotion displayed on the altered version 258 of the first avatar and the

*

*

*

*

*

*

one ormore selected second avatars is changed to the emotion
associated with the different portion of the emotion slide bar in which
the user swipe ended .
mm

www

Figure 4D
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Fuse the sticker 256 with the first electronic communication 252 .

Provide the sticker to one or more other users 340 using the application
The sticker is sent within a message that comprises the sticker 256 with

all or a portion of the first electronic communication 252 _
Provide , at a time after the selection of the first electronic

communication 252 , a first affordance . Selection of the first
affordance by the first user 340 displays a first tool for annotating the 1

sticker with a first user 340 provided expression encapsulated in a
bubble 268 . - --

- -- -- - - -- - -- -- - - -- - - - - -- -- -- -- --

-

ty
438

para sa mana mama mama wa man was man mama mama na mama mama mama na naman naman name

Provide , at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 , a first affordance and a second affordance .

Selection of the first affordance by the first user 340 displays a first
tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars other than the first !
avatar 238 . Each second avatar 238 in the plurality of second avatars |
1 is associated with a different user in a contact list 250 of the first user

within the application or an enumerated list of avatars provided by the i

application . Each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars represents
a different public figure . Responsive to receiving a selection of one or
more second avatars from the plurality of second avatars , compile the
one or more second avatars from the plurality of avatars into the

sticker 256 . Selection of the second affordance by the first user 340
displays a second tool for annotating the sticker with a first user 340

provided expression encapsulated in a bubble 268 .

440
mom mom mom ww www mom www www

mm o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o mom

The altered version 258 of the first avatar 238 includes a pair of eyes, I
la pair of eyelids, a set of lips, and a pair of eyebrows. The altered
version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by
relative movement of the pair of eyes , the pair of eyelids, the set of lips

and the pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered version 258 of the
first avatar through a repeating pattern of expressions over time .

E

Figure 4E
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434 (cont.)

+ 440 (cont.)
The altered version 258 of the first avatar 238 is rendered dynamic i
within the sticker by any combination of varying an amount of facial
bone deformation in the altered version 258 of the first avatar over

time, varying a pupil size in the altered version 258 of the first
avatar over time, varying eyelid position in the altered version 258

of the first avatar over time, varying an eye size in the altered

version 258 of the first avatar over time, varying pupil position in the

altered version 258 of the first avatar over time , varying mouth

position in the altered version 258 of the first avatar over time,

varying nose position in the altered version 258 of the first avatar
over time, varying ear position in the altered version 258 of the first
avatar over time, varying a mouth size in the altered version 258 of

the first avatar over time, varying a face perspective in the altered
version 258 of the first avatar over time, varying a position of the
| altered version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker over time,
varying a scale of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the

I sticker over time, or moving a body part of the altered version of the
first avatar in the sticker over time.

The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic
within the sticker by at leastmoving one or more body parts of 11;
the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker over
time, and the one or more body parts is selected from the group
consisting of the arms, the feet, the legs , the hands, the neck ,
or the head of the altered version 258 of the first avatar 238 .
wwww wwww wwwna www wwwm wwwan mama wwwww www wwwna www www www www wwwww www www www wwwnn mun www

Figure 4F
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434 (cont.)

446
V
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www wwwww www
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www wale www

Provide , at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 , a first affordance . Selection of the first

| affordance by the first user 340 displays a first tool for modifying the
sticker 256 . The modifying the sticker 256 comprises , adding a

quote bubble 268 , provided by the first user 340 , to the sticker 256
using the first affordance , associating a sound construct 260 ,

VAU

selected by the first user 340 , to the sticker 256 using the first

affordance , adding the avatar 238 of one ormore friends of the first

user 340 , and designated by the first user 340 through the first

affordance , to the sticker , changing the expression on each avatar

238 in the sticker using the first affordance , adding or removing a
affordance , changing an article of clothing worn by an avatar 238 in !
the sticker using the affordance , repositioning or rescaling a layer
that includes props 262 /backgrounds 266 /clothing using the

prop 262 or background scene 266 to the sticker 256 using the

| affordance , changing the bone position of an avatar 238 in the

sticker using the first affordance, or changing a headline 270 of the

sticker using the first affordance .

Add a quote bubble 268 , provided by an entity other than the
application or the first user 340 , to the sticker 256 , associate a sound
construct 260 , provided by an entity other than the application or the

first user 340 , to the sticker 256, or add or remove a prop 262 or
| application or the first user 340 .
I background scene 266 , provided by an entity other than the

N

N

N
N

Figure 4G
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502
A method of customizing an avatar 238 , comprising , in accordance with an

application on a first electronic device associated with a first user 340 , the
first electronic device comprising one ormore processors,memory , and a
touchscreen display: concurrently displaying a first avatar 238,

representing the first user 340 , and a first composer graphic on the display .
Each differentportion of the first composer graphic provides a different

value 242 for a first trait 240 associated with the first composer graphic ,
pa m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

m

504

mm

The first avatar 238 includes a pair of eyes, a pair of eyelids , a set of wing
awenn pair
of eyebrows , a pair of ears , and a body . www www ww www www www ww Suwinwid
wir waren en www

506
Themethod comprises executing a first procedure that comprises
displaying on the first avatar 238 the first trait 240 set at a value 242
associated with a respective portion of the first composer graphic selected

by the first user 340 without user intervention responsive to the user
selection of the respective portion of the first composer graphic .
??????????????

508

The displaying 504 is repeated for each portion of the first composer
graphic contacted by the first user 340 until a first break in user contact

with the first composer graphic is detected . The repeating 506 occurs at
least one time.

tutttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttt

510
Associate the value 242 of the first trait 240 with the first avatar 238 that is
associated with the portion of the first composer graphic that was last
contacted by the first user 340 when the first break was detected . The
associating displays on the first avatar 238 the first trait 240 set at the value
242 of the first trait associated with the portion of the first composer graphic
that was last contacted by the first user when the first break was detected .

512
Responsive to detection of the first break , concurrently display the first

avatar 238 and a second composer graphic on the display . Each different

portion of the second composer graphic provides a different value 242 for a
second trait associated with the second composer graphic .

Figure 5A
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512 (cont.)
514

| The first, second, third , or fourth trait 240 is one of hair style , ear size ,
skin color , head shape , eye pupil color , eye pupil size , eye size ,
rotation of the eyes, height of the eyes on the face, distance between
the eyes, ear style , ear size , hair style , hair color, amount of face
wrinkles, an amount of cheek indents /dimples , an amount of face
pimples , stomach thickness , overall body height, arm length , leg
length , foot size, facialhair style , facial hair color , eyebrow length ,

eyebrow color, eyebrow height, a thickness of eyelashes, an eyelash

color, an eyelash length , a nose style , a nose size , a height of the nose

on the face , a mouth size , a mouth shape, a height of the mouth on the
face , a teeth style , a teeth size , a teeth color, a lip style , a lip size , a lip

color, absence or presence of a facial blush , absence or presence of
an eyeshadow , an eye shadow color, a shirt, a vest, a jacket, a dress,
ja skirt, a pair of pants , a pair of shorts , a pair of eye glasses , a hat, a

pair of earphones, a necklace , a pair of earrings, a watch , a bracelet, a
scarf , and /or a mask .

516

Display on the first avatar 238 the second trait 240 set at a value 242

associated with a respective portion of the second composer graphic
selected by the first user 340 without user intervention responsive to the

user selection of the respective portion of the second composer graphic .
Repeat the displaying 516 for each portion of the second composer graphic
contacted by the first user 340 until a second break in user contact with the
second composer graphic is detected , where the repeating occurs at least
one time ,

- 520

Associate the value 242 of the second trait 240 with the first avatar 238 that
is associated with the portion of the second composer graphic thatwas last
contacted by the first user 340 when the second break was detected . This
associating displays on the first avatar 238 the second trait 240 set at the
value 242 of the second trait 240 associated with the portion of the second
composer graphic thatwas last contacted by the firstuser 340 when the
H

second break was detected .

Figure 5B
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- 520 cont.

- 522

Receive a specification of the gender of the first avatar 238 . Include a
gender layer 244 on the first avatar 238 from the set of male gender
I and female gender responsive to the specification of gender from the

Y

first user 340 . Receive a selection of one or more topical categories
from an enumerated plurality of topical categories . Associate the one
or more topical categories with the first avatar 238.
---- - - --- ---

ini

520

Receive a selection of a first electronic communication 252 within the !
application . The communication 252 is associated with a topical
category 248 in the one ormore topical categories . Form a sticker 256
comprising an altered version 258 of the first avatar responsive to the

selection of the first electronic communication . The altered version

258 of the first avatar comprises one or more visible layers that are
present in the first avatar 238 and one or more visible layers that are

not present in the first avatar 238 . Provide the sticker to one ormore
other users using the application .

$ 26
V

A

w

The first electronic communication 252 is selected from among a
plurality of electronic communications by the first user 340 . Each
electronic communication in the plurality of electronic
Il communications is associated with a category 248 in the one or

:

1 more topical categories.wenn .man von www aman wenn mansammenan amana sana naman sammen1528
wetu

berite

tutuvat

AU

materialen en toebehorende wate and more

relation internation non served with the

with other internation

want to the training with the then the doctor in

w hole

The forming the sticker 256 comprises concurrently displaying the
altered version 258 of the first avatar and an emotion slide bar on
the display. First user selection ofeach different portion of the
emotion slide bar displays a different emotion on the altered
version 258 of the first avatar from a discrete set of emotions.
Responsive to receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide bar, the
different emotion displayed on the altered version 258 of the first
avatar is changed to the emotion associated with the different
portion of the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe ended , pantanon 530

The altered version 258 ofthe first avatar includes a pair of
eyes , a pair of eyelids, a set of lips, and a pair of eyebrows,
and each respective emotion in the discrete set of emotions
specifies at least a first characteristic position for the set of

lips of the first avatar and a second characteristic position
for the pair of eyebrows of the first avatar .

-

M

Figure 5C
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524 cont
532

- 520 cont.
The altered version 258 of the first avatar includes a pair of eyes, a
Ilpair of eyelids , a set of lips, and a pair of eyebrows. The altered
version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker
by relative movement of the pair of eyes, the pair of eyelids, the set!
of lips and the pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered version 1

INAR

258 of the first avatar through a repeating pattern of expressions

over time.

? ????? ????

???? ????? ???? ???? ????? ???? ????? ????? ????? ????? ????? ????? ???? ?????

The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic

IIwithin the sticker by any combination of: varying an amount of
Il facial bone deformation , varying a pupil size, varying eyelid

position , varying an eye size , varying pupilposition , varying mouth
position , varying nose position , varying ear position , varying a
mouth size, or varying a face perspective in the altered version 2581
of the first avatar over time.

536

The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic
within the sticker by any combination of: varying an amount of
facial bone deformation , varying a pupil size , varying eyelid
position , varying an eye size, varying pupil position , varying mouth
position , varying nose position , varying ear position , varying a
mouth size , or varying a face perspective in the altered version
! + 538
258 of the first avatar over time.
samo nemmeno comment on a more comments are presente en meer dan

moment w here were

The first avatar 238 is rendered dynamic within the sticker by !

at leastmoving one or more body parts of the altered version
258 of the first avatar in the sticker over time. The one ormore
body parts is selected from the group consisting of the arms,
the feet, the legs , the hands, the neck , or the head of the

laltered version 258 of the first avatar .

!

Provide a first affordance at a time after the selection of the first

electronic communication 252. User selection of the first
affordance displays a tool for selection from a plurality of second
avatars other than the first avatar . Each second avatar 238 is

associated with a different user in a contact list 250 of the first user

340 within the application or an enumerated list of avatars provided

by the application . Each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars

represents a different public figure . Compile the selected one or
more second avatars into the sticker 256 . . . com
Motoren mottate notamment naturmater mom

Figure 5D
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520 cont.

+ 524 (cont).
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1 Provide , at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252, a second affordance , Selection of the second |
affordance by the first user 340 displays a second tool for
annotating the stickerwith a first user provided expression
encapsulated in a bubble 268 .

Provide, after the selection of the first electronic communication

1 | 252 , first and second affordances . First user selection of the first
| affordance displays a tool for selection from a plurality of second
avatars other than the first avatar 238 . Each such second avatar
238 is associated with a different user in a contact list 250 of the
first user within the application or an enumerated list of avatars 238
Il provided by the application , where each avatar 238 in the

w

enumerated list represents a different public figure . Responsive to

receiving a selection of one or more second avatars , compile the

one or more second avatars into the sticker 256 . Selection of the
second affordance by the first user displays a second tool for
annotating the stickerwith a first user provided expression

Lencapsulated in a bubble 268. . .
-

-

-

-

-

(5E)
w

Figure 5E
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Provide , at a time after the selection of the first electronic

524 (cont).

* * 546
*

communication 252 , a first affordance . First user 340 selection of 11
the first affordance displays a tool for selection from a plurality of
second avatars 238 other than the first avatar 238 . Each such
second avatar is associated with a different user 340 in a contact
list 250 of the first user 340 within the application or an enumerated ! !
list of avatars provided by the application , each avatar in the
enumerated list of avatars representing a differentpublic figure .
*

*

*

Responsive to receiving a selection of one ormore second avatars
from the plurality of avatars , compile the one or more second

lavatars from the plurality of avatars into the sticker 256 . The
forming further comprises concurrently displaying the altered

*

1 {version 258 of the first avatar, the one or more selected second
avatars , and an emotion slide bar on the display . First user 340 1
selection of each differentportion of the emotion slide bar provides
a different emotion on the altered version 258 of the first avatar and
leach second avatar in the one ormore second avatars from a

discrete set of emotions. Responsive to receiving a user swipe of
the emotion slide bar, the emotion displayed on the altered version !
258 of the first avatar and the one or more selected second avatarsi
*

is changed to the emotion associated with the different portion of
the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe ended .

*

*

548

..

I The first electronic communication 252 is a news article received 11
| from a remote publication source . _

-- - - - -

I Provide , at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 , a first affordance . Selection of the first
affordance by the firstuser displays a first tool for modifying the

sticker 256 . The modifying the sticker comprises adding a quote

bubble 268, provided by the first user, to the sticker using the first
affordance , associating a sound construct 260 , selected by the first

user, to the sticker 256 using the first affordance , adding the avatar
238 of one ormore friends of the first user, and designated by the
first user through the first affordance , to the sticker, changing the
expression on each avatar 238 in the sticker 256 using the first
affordance , adding or removing a prop 262 or background scene
266 to the sticker using the affordance, changing an article of
clothing worn by an avatar 238 in the sticker using the affordance ,
repositioning or rescaling a layer that includes props 2621

backgrounds 266 / clothing using the affordance , changing the
bone position of an avatar 238 in the sticker 256 using the first

affordance , and/or changing a headline 270 of the sticker using the
first affordance... . .

Figure 5F
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A method of customizing a first avatar 238 , comprising , in accordance with
the first electronic device comprising one or more processors,memory , and

602

an application on a first electronic device associated with a first user 340 ,

a display: concurrently displaying the first avatar 238 , representing the first
user 340 , and a first elliptical composer graphic on the display . Each
different portion of the first elliptical composer graphic provides a different

value 242 for a first trait 240 associated with the first elliptical composer coming 604

graphic
o o
L a com
o o
o o
o
The first avatar 238 includes a pair of eyes , a nose , a set of lips , a
pair of eyebrows , a pair of ears , a pair of eyelids , and a body .

o

og

606
Execute a first procedure that comprises displaying on the first avatar 238
the first trait 240 set at a value 242 associated with a respective portion of
the first elliptical composer graphic selected by the first user 340 without

user intervention responsive to the user selection of the respective portion
of the first elliptical composer graphic .

608
Associate the value 242 of the first trait 240 with the first avatar 238 that is

associated with the position of the first elliptical composer graphic thatwas

selected by the first user 340. The associating displays on the first avatar 7610
the first trait 240 set at the selected value 242 of the first trait.

The displaying 606 is repeated for each portion of the first elliptical

!

composer graphic contacted by the first user 340 until a first break in 1

user contact with the first elliptical composer graphic is detected . The
position of the first elliptical composer graphic that is selected by the
firstuser 340 is the position of the first elliptical composer graphic that

was last contacted by the first userwhen the first break wascontent detected
.
content content made for 6
winter

weit

en toe een were

wie ein wenien

The first trait 240 is one of hair style , ear size , skin color, head shape ,

eye pupil color, eye pupil size , eye size, rotation of the eyes, height of twhaet
the eyes on the face, distance between the eyes , ear style , ear size,

hair style , hair color, amount of face wrinkles , an amount of cheek
1 indents /dimples , an amount of face pimples , stomach thickness ,
I overall body height, arm length , leg length , foot size , facial hair style ,
facial hair color , eyebrow length , eyebrow color, eyebrow height, a
thickness of eyelashes , an eyelash color, an eyelash length , a nose

style , a nose size , a height of the nose on the face, a mouth size , a
mouth shape, a height of the mouth on the face , a teeth style , a teeth
size, a teeth color, a lip style , a lip size, a lip color, absence or

w

w

w

w

w

w

w

presence of a facial blush , absence or presence of an eyeshadow , an
eye shadow color, a shirt, a vest, a jacket, a dress , a skirt , a pair of wheat
pants , a pair of shorts , a pair of eye glasses , a hat, a pair of

earphones , a necklace , a pair of earrings , a watch , a bracelet, a scarf,

and /or a mask . -

-

-

-

-

-

-

Figure 6A
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(6A )
me 608 (cont.)
info 614

? ? Concurrently

display the first avatar 238 and a second elliptical

? ? composer graphic
??

on the display after the first trait 240 is selected.
Each different portion of the second elliptical composer graphic

provides a different value 242 for a second trait associated with the
second elliptical composer graphic . Themethod further comprises
? ? executing a second procedure comprising : (i) displaying on the first
???

? ? avatar the second

trait set at a value 242 associated with a respective
of the second elliptical composer graphic selected by the first
? |? user 340 without user intervention responsive to the user selection of
respective position of the second elliptical composer graphic , and 1
? ? (the
ii) associating the value of the first trait with the first avatar 238 that is
??
? I? ? position

associated with the position of the second elliptical composer graphic

?I? that was selected by the first user 340 . This associating displays on
? ? the first avatar the second trait set at the selected value 242 of the
??
??

second trait .

nr616

The displaying 614 is repeated for each portion of the second
elliptical
composer graphic contacted by the first user 340 until a
?I? break in user contact with the second elliptical composer graphic
? ? is detected , and the position of the second elliptical component
Il
? 1? l that is selected by the first user 340 is the position of the second
? ? elliptical composer graphic thatwas last contacted by the first
??

i i user 340 when the break with the second elliptical component

???
??

was detected .
WA

618

The method further comprises receiving a specification of a gender of
| the first avatar 238 , including a gender layer 244 on the first avatar

Y

from the set ofmale gender and female gender responsive to the
specification of gender from the first user 340 , receiving a selection of
Tone or more topical categories from an enumerated plurality of topical

Y

| categories , and associating the one or more topical categories with the
first avatar
238 .
wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
w
wwww
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B
608 (cont.)

620
Receive a selection of a first electronic communication 252 within the

. The first electronic communication 252 is associated with
tlau o application
topical category 248 in the one or more topical categories . Form a

tu o sticker comprising an altered version 258 of the first avatar responsive |
to the selection of the first electronic communication 252 . The altered
version of the first avatar comprises one or more visible layers that are
present in the first avatar and one ormore visible layers that are not
present in the first avatar. Provide the sticker to one or more other

users 340 using the application .

+ 622
- - Gail
| The first electronic communication 252 is selected from among a
i plurality of electronic communications by the first user 340 . Each
electronic communication in the plurality of electronic
communications is associated with a category 248 in the one or
more topical categories ,
-

LILI

ILILI .

-

ILILEHLIL
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-
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The forming the sticker 256 comprises concurrently displaying

-

-

the altered version 258 of the first avatar and an emotion slide

I bar on the display. First user selection of each different portion
emotion slide bar displays a different emotion on the
wa|ring altered version 258 of the first avatar from a discrete set of
emotions and, responsive to receiving a user swipe of the

-

ma1n ai of the

-

en

e

wa rin
weriana
'
angin

emotion slide bar, the different emotion displayed on the altered

version 258 of the first avatar is changed to the emotion

*

*

*

associated with the different portion of the emotion slide bar in
-

which the user swipe ended . ii
1 | The altered version 258 of the first avatar includes a pair of
I ma rinlg eyes, a pair of eyelids, a set of lips , and a pair of eyebrows. ill
Each respective emotion in the discrete set of emotions
specifies at least a first characteristic position for the set of lips
wan ona
of the first avatar and a second characteristic position for the !
i

a

n

manierani pair of eyebrows of the first avatar.

min

i
!

w
:
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608 ( cont.)

7620 (cont.)
1628
The altered version 258 of the first avatar includes a pair of eyes , 1
L a pair of eyelids, a set of lips , and a pair of eyebrows. The
-

258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within
? thealteredstickerversion
by relative movement of the pair of eyes, the pair of

eyelids , the set of lips and the pair of eyebrows with respect to
| the altered version 258 of the first avatar through a repeating

-

1 pattern of expressions over time.
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The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic
i within the sticker by any combination of: varying an amount of

facialbone deformation , varying a pupil size , varying eyelid
position , varying an eye size , varying pupil position , varying
mouth position , varying nose position , varying ear position ,
varying a mouth size , or varying a face perspective in the altered
version 258 of the first avatar over time,

eh

mangat 632
- - -

i The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic

-

within the sticker by any combination of: varying a position of the
avatar in the sticker over time, varying a scale of the altered
I HH version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker over time , or moving a 11
1 body part of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the
H

HH

time .
1 sticker???over
??? ???? ???

??? ???? ??? ???? ??? ??? ???? ??? ??? ?? ??? ??? ???? ??? ????
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The first avatar 238 is rendered dynamic within the sticker by at

h

least moving one or more body parts of the altered version 258 of !

w

the first avatar in the sticker over time. The one or more body

11

parts is selected from the group consisting of the arms, the feet, l1 he
the legs , the hands , the neck , or the head of the altered version
258 of the first avatar.

11
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- 608 (cont.)

+ 620 (cont.)
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1 | Provide, at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 , a first affordance , where selection of the first
affordance by the first user 340 displays a first tool for selection
from a plurality of avatars other than the first avatar 238 . Each
avatar in the plurality of avatars is associated with a different user
Ilin a contact list 250 of the first user 340 within the application .
1 Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more second
Y

Y

Y

1 avatars from the plurality of avatars , compile the one or more
second avatars into the sticker 256 .
Y

Y

groen over ee

beteren

-

-

o
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Ih638

contin

Il Provide, at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 , a second affordance. Selection of the
second
affordance by the firstuser 340 displays a second
what
tool for annotating the sticker with a user provided
W

Aut

Y

we

expression encapsulated in a bubble 268 .
YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY
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- 640
--- --- --- --- ---- -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -- -- --

Provide, at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 , a first affordance and a second affordance .
Selection of the first affordance by the first user 340 displays a
first tool for selection from a plurality of avatars other than the

first avatar. Each avatar 238 in the plurality of avatars is

associated with a different user 340 in a contact list 250 of the

first user 340 within the application or an enumerated list of

avatars provided by the application . Each avatar in the
l enumerated list of avatars represents a different public figure .

Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more second
avatars from the plurality of avatars , compile the one or more
second avatars from the plurality of avatars into the sticker 256 .
Selection of the second affordance by the first user 340 displays

la second tool for annotating the sticker with a first user 340
provided expression encapsulated in a bubble 268 .
hawan www
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608 (cont.)
620 (cont. )
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Provide a first affordance at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication 252 . User selection of the affordance
displays a first tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars
238 other than the first avatar. Each second avatar in the
plurality of avatars is associated with a different user 340 in a
contact list 250 of the first user 340 within the application or an
enumerated list of avatars provided by the application . Each
avatar in the enumerated list of avatars represents a different
public figure . Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more
second avatars from the plurality of avatars by the first user 340 ,
compile the one or more second avatars from the plurality of
avatars into the sticker 256 . The forming further comprises

concurrently displaying the altered version 258 of the first avatar,
! I the one or more selected second avatars , and an emotion slide
bar on the display. First user 340 selection of each different
portion of the emotion slide bar provides a different emotion on
the altered version 258 of the first avatar and the one ormore
selected second avatars from a discrete set of emotions .

Responsive to receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide bar,
I the emotion displayed on the altered version 258 of the first

avatar and the one or more selected second avatars is changed
I to the emotion associated with the different portion of the emotion

1 slide bar in which the user swipe ended .

The first electronic communication 252 is a news article

.

received from a remote publication source .

.
2

Provide a first affordance at a time after the selection of the first

wphenrse

electronic communication 252. Selection of the first affordance by

the user 340 displays a tool for modifying the sticker 256 . The

were

Ilmodifying the sticker 256 comprises ; adding a quote bubble 268 ,
I provided by the first user, to the sticker using the first affordance,
1 l adding the avatar of one or more friends of the first user 340, and
designated by the first user 340 through the first affordance , to the
sticker, changing the expression on each avatar in the sticker usingwweherne
when

we

the first affordance , adding or removing a prop 262 or background
scene 266 to the sticker 256 using the affordance , changing an
I l article of clothing worn by an avatar in the sticker using the
1 | affordance , repositioning or rescaling a layer that includes props
262 /backgrounds 266 / clothing using the affordance , changing thewweehtrwne
4

bone position of an avatar in the sticker using the first affordance ,
and /or changing a headline 270 of the sticker using the first
affordance .
.
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Amethod of customizing avatars 238 responsive to a plurality of events imm704
which a first event in the plurality of events is received .
The first event is a news article received from a remote publication
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

source .

706
Determine a first topical category 248 for the first event from among a
plurality of topical categories .

708
Obtain a plurality of assets responsive to the first event. The plurality of
assets determines a position on a first avatar 238 in a scene over time.
The first avatar 238 is associated with a first user 340 that has designated
an interest in the first topical category 248 .

710

Obtain the first avatar 238 from a user profile associated with the first user.

712
Form a sticker 256 comprising an altered version 258 of the first avatar.
The altered version 258 of the first avatar comprises: (i) one ormore

visible layers that are present in the first avatar 238 and ( ii ) one or more
visible layers that are not present in the first avatar and that include all or a 1714
portion of the plurality of assets thereby forming a sticker 256 .
-

-- - - - - -

-- -

-

-- -

- - - - -- -

-

-- - -

--

The one or more visible layers that are not present in the first avatar
238 and that include all or a portion of the plurality of assets comprises
a gender layer 244 that customizes the altered version 258 of the first
avatar in accordance with a gender of the first user 340 .
Lo mw www
·
www ww . mom wwww www www www www www www www www www www www mwm

- 716

The one ormore visible layers not present in the first avatar 238 and one!
that include all or a portion of the plurality of assets comprises one or are
more assets that are tinted to a skin color of the first avatar 238 that is care
specified in the user profile 246 associated with the first user 340.

comt718
I

The forming specifies the Cartesian coordinates of a body part of the

first avatar 238 in a background scene 266 over time.

The body part is a torso , a hand , a finger, a thumb , a pelvis , a foot, a
leg , or an arm of the first avatar 238 .
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Figure 7A
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712 (cont.)

722

way!

w

The altered version 258 of the first avatar includes a pair of eyes , a

4

-

pair of eyelids , a set of lips , and a pair of eyebrows. The altered
I version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker
256 by relative movement of the pair of eyes , the pair of eyelids, the
set of lips and the pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered version
258 of the first avatar through a repeating pattern of expressions over 1
2time. -.. ---

--- - -- --- -- - ---- ---- ---- - - - --
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The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within
the sticker 256 by any combination of: varying an amount of facial
bone deformation , varying a pupil size , varying eyelid position , varying
an eye size , varying pupil position , varying mouth position , varying
nose position , varying ear position , varying a mouth size , or varying a
face perspective in the altered version 258 of the first avatar, thereby

1 effecting a repeating pattem of expressions over time.

mm 726

The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within
the sticker 256 by any combination of varying a position of the altered |

version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker 256 over time, varying a
scale of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker 256
lover time, or moving a body part of the altered version 258 of the first
I 728
com
1 avatar in the sticker 256 over time.
The altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic
within the sticker 256 by at least moving one or more body parts
of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker 256 over
I time, wherein the one or more body parts is selected from the
group consisting of the arms, the feet, the legs , the hands , the

neck , or the head of the altered version 258 of the first avatar.
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730

Provide the sticker 256 to the first user along with a first electronic
communication 252 that describes the first event.

Figure 7B
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730 ( cont.)
732

---

The method further comprises previewing the sticker 256 prior to

*

providing the sticker 256 to the first user .

.

- --

734

| The obtaining 710 , forming 712 , and providing 730 is performed for
each respective user in a plurality ofusers that has user that has
manthan 736
| designated an interest in the first topical category 248 .
More than 1000 users have designated an interest in the first

! I topical category 248 .
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The receiving 702 , determining 706 , obtaining 708, obtaining 710 ,

forming 712 , and providing 730 is performed for a second event in the

plurality of events . The second event has a different topical category
1 248 than the first event.

Figure 7C
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR

CUSTOMIZED AVATAR DISTRIBUTION
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION
[0001] This application claims priority to U . S . Provisional
Patent Application No. 62 / 573, 593 entitled “ Systems and
Methods for Distributing Customized Avatars Responsive to
Events,” filed Oct. 17 , 2017, which is hereby incorporated

by reference .

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This relates generally to systems and methods for
distributing customized avatars responsive to events .

BACKGROUND
10003 ] Environments that use avatars to represent users
typically provide avatar creation tools . Creation of an avatar

frequently takes several steps and can be quite labor inten

sive . Moreover, an avatar created in one environment is

often limited to that environment. Environment, in such a
context, broadly means any environment where an avatar
may be manifested . For example , an environment may be an

cation, is made by the user. The communication , describing

an event, is classified into a category in the one or more

categories . A sticker comprising an altered version of the

avatar is formed responsive to the communication selection .
The altered avatar comprises one or more visible layers

present in the avatar, prior to alteration , and one or more
visible layers not present in the avatar , prior to alteration .

The sticker can be provided to one or more other users using

the application .

[00091 Use of a contemporary event to customize an
avatar. One aspect of the present disclosure provides a
method of customizing a first avatar responsive to an event.

The method comprises, in accordance with an application on
a first electronic device associated with a first user, where the

application includes a first avatar representing the first user,
the first electronic device comprising one or more proces
sors, memory , and a display, receiving a selection of one or
more topical categories from an enumerated plurality of
topical categories . One or more topical categories is asso

ciated with the first avatar. A selection of a first electronic
communication within the application is received . The

selection is made by the first user. The first electronic
communication is received by the first user in the applica
tion . Further, the first electronic communication is classified

avatar creation application , video game, social networking

into a topical category in the one or more topical categories
and describes the event.

representation .
[ 0004 ] Despite the apparent inefficiency of creating ava

prising an altered version of the first avatar responsive to the

tars , invoking a multiplicity of avatars , each representing the

user. The altered version of the first avatar comprises one or
more visible layers that are present in the first avatar and one
or more visible layers that are not present in the first avatar.

website , messaging application , smartphone address book ,
or any other application where a user may want to have a

same user, serves a practical purpose . As noted by Black
stock et al. in U . S . patent application Ser. No. 13 /979, 974 ,

(published as US 2014 /0160149 A1 and entitled “ System

[0010] The method continues by forming a sticker com

selection of the first electronic communication by the first

[0011 ] The method continues by providing the sticker to
[0012 ] In some embodiments, method further comprises

and Method for Adaptable Avatars " ) just as in real life ,

one or more other users using the application .

different identities in different environments.
10005 ) There are tools that, once an avatar is made , enable
users to use the same avatar in multiple environments, such

customizing the first avatar prior to selection of the first

Ser. No. 12 /279,643 (published as US 2010 /0011422 A1).

tar and a first composer graphic on the display . Each

However, themechanismsdisclosed by Mason et al., require
an avatar to be rendered identically in each environment.

different portion of the first composer graphic provides a
different value for a first trait associated with the first

While Blackstock et al. in U .S . patent application Ser. No.
13 /979 , 974 , attempt to address such shortcomings , the tools

includes a face comprising a pair of eyes, a nose , and a set

digital users exist in multiple contexts and may require
as one disclosed by Mason et al. in U . S . patent application

for making an avatar for a user and customizing such avatars
for such purposes remain unsatisfactory .

10006 ] Therefore, what is needed in the art is a solution to
address at least some of these limitations.

SUMMARY
[0007] The present disclosure details electronic devices

electronic communication . In some such embodiments , the

customizing comprises concurrently displaying the first ava

composer graphic . In such embodiments , the first avatar

of lips, and the customizing further comprises executing a

first procedure comprising (i ) displaying on the first avatar
the first trait, set at a value associated with a respective
portion of the first composer graphic selected by the first

user without user intervention responsive to the user selec

tion of the respective portion of the first composer graphic ,
(11 ) repeating the displaying (1 ) for each portion of the first

composer graphic contacted by the first user until a first

and methods that provide faster, more convenientmethods

break in user contact with the first composer graphic is

for customizing avatars . With the disclosed systems and
methods for making avatars , improved systems for distrib

detected , where the repeating occurs at least one time, and

uting such customized avatars are provided in which avatars
representing individual users responding to contemporary

events are distributed in real timewhile such contemporary
events are still actively trending in an online community .
[ 0008 ] For instance , in some embodiments , the disclosed

systems and methods enable a user of an application to select
one or more topical categories from a plurality of categories

by a user of an application . Within the application , the user
is associated with an avatar representing the user. A selection
of an electronic communication , received within the appli

(iii) associating the value of the first trait with the first avatar
that is associated with the portion of the first composer
graphic that was last contacted by the first user when the first
break was detected , where the associating displays on the
first avatar the first trait set at the value of the first trait

associated with the portion of the first composer graphic that
was last contacted by the first user when the first break was

detected . Moreover, responsive to detection of the first
break , the first avatar and a second composer graphic are
concurrently posted on the display. Each different portion of
the second composer graphic provides a different value for
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a second trait associated with the second composer graphic .

In such embodiments , the method further comprises execut
ing a second procedure comprising: ( i) displaying on the first
avatar the second trait set at a value associated with a

portion of the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe
ended . In some such embodiments , the first avatar includes
a pair of eyes , a nose , and a set of lips, a pair of eyebrows,
a pair of ears , and a body, and each respective emotion in the

respective portion of the second composer graphic selected

discrete set of emotions specifies at least a first characteristic

by the first user without user intervention responsive to the
user selection of the respective portion of the second com
poser graphic , (ii) repeating the displaying (i ) for each
portion of the second composer graphic contacted by the

characteristic position for the pair of eyebrows of the first

position for the set of lips of the first avatar and a second

avatar.

first user until a second break in user contact with the second

[0017 ] In some embodiments , the method further com
prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first

at least one time, and ( iii) associating the value of the second

tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first

composer graphic is detected , wherein the repeating occurs

trait with the first avatar that is associated with the portion

of the second composer graphic that was last contacted by
the first user when the second break was detected , wherein

electronic communication , a first affordance , where selec

tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars other
than the first avatar, and each second avatar in the plurality

the associating displays on the first avatar the second trait set

of second avatars is associated with a different user in a
contact list of the first user within the application or an

at the value of the second trait associated with the portion of

enumerated list of avatars provided by the application where
each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars represents a

the second composer graphic that was last contacted by the

first user when the second break was detected .
trait is one of hair style , ear size, skin color, head shape, eye
pupil color, eye pupil size , eye size, rotation of the eyes,
height of the eyes on the face, distance between the eyes , ear
style , ear size , hair style, hair color, amount of face wrinkles,
an amount of cheek indents/dimples, an amount of face
pimples, stomach thickness, overall body height, arm length ,
leg length , foot size, facial hair style , facial hair color,
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , the first trait or the second

eyebrow length , eyebrow color, eyebrow height, a thickness

of eyelashes , an eyelash color, an eyelash length , a nose

style , a nose size, a height of the nose on the face , a mouth
size , a mouth shape, a height of the mouth on the face , a teeth

style , a teeth size , a teeth color, a lip style , a lip size , a lip
color, absence or presence of a facial blush , absence or
presence of an eyeshadow , an eye shadow color, a shirt, a

vest, a jacket, a dress , a skirt , a pair of pants , a pair of shorts ,
a pair of eye glasses, a hat, a pair of earphones, a necklace ,

a pair of earrings, a watch , a bracelet, a scarf, or a mask .
[0014 ] In some embodiments , the method further com
prises customizing the first avatar prior to selection of the
first electronic communication . The customizing comprises

receiving a specification of the gender of the first avatar from
the first user and including a gender layer on the first avatar,

from the set of male gender and female gender , responsive

to the specification of gender from the first user.
[ 0015 ]. In some embodiments , the first electronic commu
nication is selected from among a plurality of electronic

communications by the first user, and each electronic com
munication in the plurality of electronic communications is
associated with a category in the one or more topical
categories . In some embodiments , each respective commu

nication in the plurality of electronic communications
includes a different corresponding instance of the altered

version of the first avatar customized for the respective

communication by addition of one or more layers not
present in the first avatar.
10016 ) In some embodiments , the forming the sticker
comprises concurrently displaying the altered version of the
first avatar and an emotion slide bar on the display, first user
selection of each different portion of the emotion slide bar

displays a different emotion on the altered version of the first
avatar from a discrete set of emotions , and responsive to
receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide bar, the different
emotion displayed on the altered version of the first avatar
is changed to the emotion associated with the different

different public figure. In some embodiments , the contact list
list . Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more
second avatars from the plurality of second avatars, the
method further comprises compiling the one or more second
avatars into the sticker.
[0018 ] In some embodiments, the method further com
prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication , a first affordance . Selection of
the first affordance by the first user displays a first tool for
annotating the sticker with a first user provided expression
encapsulated in a bubble.
avatars and public figure avatars are provided in a merged

[0019 ] In some alternative embodiments, themethod com
prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first

electronic communication , a first affordance and a second
user displays a first tool for selection from a plurality of

affordance , where selection of the first affordance by the first

second avatars other than the first avatar, where each second

avatar in the plurality of second avatars is associated with a

different user in a contact list of the first user within the
application or an enumerated list of avatars provided by the
application where each avatar in the enumerated list of

avatars represents a different public figure . Responsive to
receiving a selection of one or more second avatars from the
plurality of second avatars, the one or more second avatars

from the plurality of avatars is compiled into the sticker .
Selection of the second affordance by the first user displays

a second tool for annotating the sticker with a first user

provided expression encapsulated in a bubble . In some such
embodiments , the bubble can move along with one of the

avatars in the sticker. Since the scene within the sticker is
animated in some embodiments , the bubble follows an
anchor point associated with the first or second avatar so that

the bubble always appears in the proper position to the first
or second avatar in instances where the position of the first

or second avatar moves in accordance with such animation .

10020 ] In some embodiments , a sticker includes a single
altered avatar and the bubble moves along with this single

avatar in the sticker in instances where the single avatar is

animated . Since the scene within the sticker is animated in

some embodiments , the bubble follows an anchor point
associated with the first avatar in such embodiments so that
the bubble always appears in the proper position to the first

altered avatar.
0021 ] In some embodiments , the method further com
prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first
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electronic communication , a first affordance , where selec tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars other

tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first
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hands, the neck , or the head of the altered version of the first

than the first avatar. Each second avatar in the plurality of

avatar. In some embodiments, the scene in the sticker is
rendered dynamic through animated props and/or back
ground elements.

second avatars is associated with a different user in a contact
list of the first user within the application or an enumerated

prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first

list of avatars provided by the application . Each avatar in the

enumerated list ofavatars represents a different public figure
and responsive to receiving a selection of one or more

second avatars from the plurality of second avatars . The one
or more second avatars are compiled from the plurality of

[0023 ] In some embodiments, the method further com
electronic communication , a first affordance . User election
of the first affordance displays a first tool for modifying the
sticker. Such modification comprises: adding a quote

bubble , provided by the first user, to the sticker using the first

avatars into the sticker. The forming further comprises
concurrently displaying the altered version of the first avatar,

affordance , associating a sound construct, selected by the
first user, to the sticker using the first affordance, adding the
avatar of one or more friends of the first user , and designated

the one or more selected second avatars , and an emotion
slide bar on the display. First user selection of each different

by the first user through the first affordance, to the sticker,

portion of the emotion slide bar provides a different emotion
on the altered version of the first avatar and each second
avatar in the one or more second avatars from a discrete set
of emotions. Responsive to receiving a user swipe of the
emotion slide bar, the emotion displayed on the altered

version of the first avatar and the one or more selected
second avatars is changed to the emotion associated with the
different portion of the emotion slide bar in which the user
swipe ended . Moreover, in some embodiments, the user can
replace the first altered avatar, which is representing the first
user, with a second avatar ( from the user ' s contact list or a
public figure avatar) . As such , in some embodiments the
sticker does not include an altered avatar representing the

first user, but rather, includes one or more avatars from the
user ' s contact list and /or public figures .

[ 0022] In some embodiments , the first electronic commu
nication is a news article received from a remote publication

source . In some embodiments, the altered version of the first

avatar includes a pair of eyes , a pair of eyelids, a set of lips ,
and a pair of eyebrows, and the altered version of the first
avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by relative
movement of the pair of eyes , the pair of eyelids, the set of
lips and the pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered
version of the first avatar through a repeating pattern of
expressions over time. In some such embodiments , the

altered version of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within

the sticker by any combination of: varying an amount of
facial bone deformation in the altered version of the first
avatar over time, varying a pupil size in the altered version

changing the expression on each avatar in the sticker using

the first affordance , adding or removing a prop or back
ground scene to the sticker using the affordance , animating

a prop or background scene in the sticker using the affor

dance , changing an article of clothing worn by an avatar in

the sticker using the affordance , repositioning or rescaling a

layer that includes props/backgrounds/ clothing using the

affordance, changing the bone position of an avatar in the

sticker using the first affordance , or changing a headline of
the sticker using the first affordance . In some such embodi
ments , natural language processing of the original selected
first electronic communication for which the sticker is being

built in reaction to is used to recommend props or back
ground elements for the user to add to the sticker. In some
embodiments , the disclosed modification comprises , in addi

tion to allowing user adjustment of the body position /
expression of an altered avatar, permitting the user to apply
an enumerated animation , selected by the user from a

plurality of enumerated animations independently to each

avatar in the sticker ( such as the character walking or
jumping ). In some such embodiments the plurality of enu

merated animations comprises jumping, walking , skipping,

hopping , waving , kicking, or stamping a foot. In some

embodiments , the sticker includes a sound construct 260 and
in some such embodiments the user can add , edit , or remove

the sound construct 260 . In some such embodiments, the

sound construct comprises a sound effect, licensed commer
cial music , a voiceover ( e . g ., South Park style remarks ), a

soundtrack , or any combination thereof. In some embodi

ments , the disclosed modification comprises: allowing the

of the first avatar over time, varying eyelid position in the

user to reposition the altered avatars and / or the props 262 or

altered version of the first avatar over time, varying an eye
size in the altered version of the first avatar over time,

affordance. In some embodiments , the disclosed modifica

varying pupil position in the altered version of the first

avatar over time, varying mouth position in the altered

version of the first avatar over time, varying nose position in

the altered version of the first avatar over time, varying ear

position in the altered version of the first avatar over time,

varying a mouth size in the altered version of the first avatar

over time, varying a face perspective in the altered version

of the first avatar over time, varying a position of the altered

version of the first avatar in the sticker over time, varying a
scale of the altered version of the first avatar in the sticker

over time, or moving a body part of the altered version of the

first avatar in the sticker over time. In some such embodi
ments , the altered version of the first avatar is rendered

dynamic within the sticker by at least moving one or more
body parts of the altered version of the first avatar in the
sticker over time, and the one or more body parts is selected

from the group consisting of the arms, the feet, the legs, the

foreground elements 264 within the sticker using the first

tion comprises : allowing the user to independently adjust the
Cartesian coordinates , scale , order (on the z axis orthogonal
to the plane of the sticker ) or rotational orientation of each
altered avatar 258 , prop 262 , foreground element 264 ,

bubble message 268, or headline 270 within the sticker 256
using the first affordance or a collection of first affordances .

[0024 ] In some embodiments, the method further com

prises: adding a quote bubble, provided by an entity other
than the application or the first user, to the sticker, associ

ating a sound construct, provided by an entity other than the
application or the first user, to the sticker, or adding or

removing a prop or background scene , provided by an entity
other than the application or the first user .

[0025 ] Building an avatar using minimal human interven
tion . Another aspect of the present disclosure provides a

method of customizing an avatar, comprising in accordance

with an application on a first electronic device associated
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with a first user, the first electronic device comprising one or
more processors, memory, and a touchscreen display : con
currently displaying a first avatar, representing the first user ,
and a first composer graphic on the display, where each
different portion of the first composer graphic provides a
different value for a first trait associated with the first
composer graphic . The method comprises executing a first
procedure comprising: (i) displaying on the first avatar the
first trait set at a value associated with a respective portion
of the first composer graphic selected by the first user

without user intervention responsive to the user selection of

the respective portion of the first composer graphic, (ii)

repeating the displaying (i) for each portion of the first
composer graphic contacted by the first user until a first

break in user contact with the first composer graphic is
detected , wherein the repeating occurs at least one time, and
( 111 ) associating the value of the first trait with the first avatar
that is associated with the portion of the first composer

graphic that was last contacted by the first user when the first

break was detected , wherein the associating displays on the
first avatar the first trait set at the value of the first trait
associated with the portion of the first composer graphic that
was last contacted by the first user when the first break was
detected . Responsive to detection of the first break , the first
avatar and a second composer graphic are concurrently
displayed on the display. Each different portion of the
second composer graphic provides a different value for a
second trait associated with the second composer graphic .

[0026 ] The method further comprises executing a second

procedure comprising: (i) displaying on the first avatar the
second trait set at a value associated with a respective
portion of the second composer graphic selected by the first

user without user intervention responsive to the user selec

tion of the respective portion of the second composer
graphic , ( ii) repeating the displaying ( i) for each portion of

the second composer graphic contacted by the first user until
a second break in user contact with the second composer
graphic is detected , where the repeating occurs at least one

time, and ( iii) associating the value of the second trait with
the first avatar that is associated with the portion of the

second composer graphic that was last contacted by the first
user when the second break was detected . The associating
displays on the first avatar the second trait set at the value of

the second trait associated with the portion of the second
composer graphic that was last contacted by the first user
when the second break was detected .
[0027 ] In some embodiments , the first trait or the second
trait is one of hair style, ear size , skin color, head shape , eye
pupil color, eye pupil size, eye size , rotation of the eyes ,
height of the eyes on the face , distance between the eyes, ear
style, ear size , hair style, hair color, amount of face wrinkles,
an amount of cheek indents /dimples, an amount of face
pimples , stomach thickness , overall body height, arm length ,
leg length , foot size , facial hair style, facial hair color ,
eyebrow length , eyebrow color, eyebrow height, a thickness
of eyelashes , an eyelash color, an eyelash length , a nose
style , a nose size , a height of the nose on the face , a mouth
size , a mouth shape, a height of the mouth on the face , a teeth
style , a teeth size, a teeth color, a lip style , a lip size, a lip

color, absence or presence of a facial blush , absence or
presence of an eyeshadow , an eye shadow color, a shirt, a

vest, a jacket, a dress, a skirt, a pair of pants, a pair of shorts,

a pair of eye glasses, a hat, a pair of earphones, a necklace ,
a pair of earrings , a watch , a bracelet, a scarf, or a mask .

[0028 ] In some embodiments, the method further com
prise receiving a specification of the gender of the first avatar

and including a gender layer on the first avatar from the set

of male gender and female gender responsive to the speci
fication of gender from the first user. The method further
comprises receiving a selection of one or more topical
categories from an enumerated plurality of topical categories

and associating the one or more topical categories with the

first avatar.
[0029 ] In some embodiments, the method further com
prises receiving a selection of a first electronic communi
cation within the application , where the first electronic
communication is associated with a topical category in the
one or more topical categories , forming a sticker comprising
an altered version of the first avatar responsive to the

selection of the first electronic communication, where the

altered version of the first avatar comprises one or more

visible layers that are present in the first avatar and one or
more visible layers that are not present in the first avatar, and
providing the sticker to one or more other users using the
application .
10

[0030 ] In some embodiments, the first electronic commu

nication is selected from among a plurality of electronic
communications by the first user, where each electronic

communication in the plurality of electronic communica

tions is associated with a category in the one or more topical

categories.

[0031 ] In some embodiments, the forming the sticker
comprises concurrently displaying the altered version of the
first avatar and an emotion slide bar on the display , first user
selection of each different portion of the emotion slide bar
displays a different emotion on the altered version of the first

avatar from a discrete set of emotions, and responsive to

receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide bar, the different
emotion displayed on the altered version of the first avatar

is changed to the emotion associated with the different

portion of the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe

ended . In some such embodiments, the altered version of the

first avatar includes a pair of eyes, a pair of eyelids, a set of

lips , and a pair of eyebrows, and each respective emotion in
the discrete set of emotions specifies at least a first charac
teristic position for the set of lips of the first avatar and a

second characteristic position for the pair of eyebrows of the

first avatar.
[0032 ] In some embodiments , the altered version of the
first avatar includes a pair of eyes , a pair of eyelids , a set of

lips , and a pair of eyebrows, and the altered version of the
first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by relative
movement of the pair of eyes, the pair of eyelids, the set of
lips and the pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered
version of the first avatar through a repeating pattern of
expressions over time.
[0033] In some embodiments , the altered version of the
first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any
combination of: varying an amount of facial bone deforma
tion , varying a pupil size , varying eyelid position , varying an
eye size , varying pupil position , varying mouth position ,
varying nose position , varying ear position , varying a mouth
size, or varying a face perspective in the altered version of
the first avatar over time.
[0034 ]. In some embodiments , the altered version of the

first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any

combination of: varying a position of the avatar in the sticker
over time, varying a scale of the altered version of the first
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avatar in the sticker over time, moving a body part of the
altered version of the first avatar in the sticker over time. In
some such embodiments , the first avatar is rendered

dynamic within the sticker by at least moving one or more

body parts of the altered version of the first avatar in the
sticker over time, where the one or more body parts is
selected from the group consisting of the arms, the feet, the
legs , the hands , the neck , or the head of the altered version

of the first avatar.

emotion on the altered version of the first avatar and each

second avatar in the one or more second avatars from a
discrete set of emotions. Responsive to receiving a user
swipe of the emotion slide bar, the emotion displayed on the
altered version of the first avatar and the one or more
selected second avatars are changed to the emotion associ

ated with the different portion of the emotion slide bar in

which the user swipe ended .

[0039 ] In some embodiments, the first electronic commu

[0035 ] In some embodiments, the method further com

prises providing , at a time after the selection of the first

nication is a news article received from a remote publication

electronic communication , a first affordance , where selec

tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first

nication relates to an event that is any one or more of topical
news, human interest stories , social news, cultural news, and

tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars other

than the first avatar, where each second avatar in the
in a contact list of the first user within the application or an

source . In some embodiments , the first electronic commu

blend news. Non - limiting examples of topical news types

plurality of second avatars is associated with a different user

include sports, politics, business , and cultural, etc . Non

enumerated list of avatars provided by the application

ment of President Trump firing the FBI director, the

wherein each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars rep

championship , the announcement of APPLE launching new
IPHONE , the announcement of the winner of America ' s Got

resents a different public figure . Responsive to receiving a

selection of one or more second avatars from the plurality of

second avatars, the one or more second avatars are compiled
into the sticker.

limiting examples of topical news includes the announce

announcement of the Golden Gate Warriors winning a

Talent show , the announcement of a song going platinum ,
etc . Non - limiting examples of human interest stories

includes things to do over Labor Day weekend , the best food

[0036 In some embodiments the method further com
prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication , a second affordance , where

to eat on a weekend, and things to do when it rains. In typical

a second tool for annotating the sticker with a first user

news) and non - limiting examples of such news includes

selection of the second affordance by the first user displays

provided expression encapsulated in a bubble .

[0037] In some embodiments, the method further com

prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first

electronic communication , a first affordance and a second

affordance, where selection of the first affordance by the first
user displays a first tool for selection from a plurality of
second avatars other than the first avatar , where each second
avatar in the plurality of second avatars is associated with a

different user in a contact list of the first user within the
application or an enumerated list of avatars provided by the

application where each avatar in the enumerated list of

avatars represents a different public figure and responsive to
receiving a selection of one or more second avatars from the

plurality of second avatars, compiling the one or more
second avatars from the plurality of avatars into the sticker.

embodiments , social news requires a user needs to authen

ticate with a participating social networking application such

as FACEBOOK , INSTRAGRAM , etc . to get this type of
friend 's birthdays , friend 's relationship status changes , the

user ' s relationship status changes , announcements when you

have gotten more than X likes on a post, announcements

regarding a friend that got a lot of FACEBOOK “ likes ” on

a FACEBOOK post, announcements regarding which con
tact of the user got the most FACEBOOK “ likes ” in the past

week etc. Non - limiting examples of cultural news includes
announcements regarding “ Taco Tuesday ” , “ Hungover,” etc .
Blend news signifies stickers that are not based on topical
news. In some embodiments , an event comprises a requested

product placement. In some embodiments , an event com

prises a sponsored or otherwise paid for post.

[0040 ] In some embodiments , the first avatar includes a

pair of eyes , a pair of eyelids , a set of lips , a pair of

a second tool for annotating the sticker with a first user

eyebrows, a pair of ears, and a body .
10041 ] In some embodiments, the method further com

[0038] In some embodiments, the method further com

prises providing , at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication , a first affordance , where selec

Selection of the second affordance by the first user displays

provided expression encapsulated in a bubble .

prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first

tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first

electronic communication , a first affordance, where selec
tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first
tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars other

tool for modifying the sticker, where the modifying the
sticker comprises : adding a quote bubble , provided by the

than the first avatar, where each second avatar in the
plurality of second avatars is associated with a different user
in a contact list of the first user within the application or an
enumerated list of avatars provided by the application where

a sound construct, selected by the first user , to the sticker
using the first affordance , adding the avatar of one or more
friends of the first user, and designated by the first user

each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars represents a

first user, to the sticker using the first affordance , associating

through the first affordance, to the sticker, changing the

expression on each avatar in the sticker using the first

different public figure and responsive to receiving a selec

affordance , adding or removing a prop or background scene

tion of one or more second avatars from the plurality of

to the sticker using the affordance , changing an article of
clothing worn by an avatar in the sticker using the affor

avatars . The one or more second avatars is compiled from
the plurality of avatars into the sticker. The forming further

dance, repositioning or rescaling a layer that includes props /

comprises concurrently displaying the altered version of the

backgrounds/ clothing using the affordance , changing the

first avatar, the one or more selected second avatars , and an

bone position of an avatar in the sticker using the first

emotion slide bar on the display . First user selection of each
different portion of the emotion slide bar provides a different

affordance, or changing a headline of the sticker using the
first affordance .
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[0042 ] Use of an elliptical composer graphic to customize
an avatar. Another aspect of the present disclosure provides
a method of customizing a first avatar, comprising in accor
dance with an application on a first electronic device asso
ciated with a first user , the first electronic device comprising
one or more processors ,memory, and a display , concurrently
displaying the first avatar, representing the first user, and a
first elliptical composer graphic on the display . Each differ
ent position on the first elliptical composer graphic provides
a different value for a first trait associated with the first
elliptical composer graphic . Themethod comprises execut
ing a first procedure comprising (i) displaying on the first
avatar the first trait set at a value associated with a respective
portion of the first elliptical composer graphic selected by
the first user without user intervention responsive to the user
selection of the respective portion of the first elliptical

composer graphic , and ( ii ) associating the value of the first
trait with the first avatar that is associated with the position
of the first elliptical composer graphic thatwas selected by

the first user. The associating displays on the first avatar the
first trait set at the selected value of the first trait .

[0043 ] In some embodiments, the displaying (i) is
graphic contacted by the first user until a first break in user
contact with the first elliptical composer graphic is detected ,
and the position of the first elliptical composer graphic that
repeated for each portion of the first elliptical composer

is selected by the first user is the position of the first elliptical

composer graphic that was last contacted by the first user
when the first break was detected .

[ 0044] In some embodiments, the method further com
prises concurrently displaying the first avatar and a second

elliptical composer graphic on the display after the first trait

is selected , where each different portion of the second

elliptical composer graphic provides a different value for a
second trait associated with the second elliptical composer

graphic . In such embodiments, the method further comprises
executing a second procedure comprising (i) displaying on
the first avatar the second trait set at a value associated with

a respective position of the second elliptical composer
graphic selected by the first user without user intervention

responsive to the user selection of the respective position of

the second elliptical composer graphic , and ( ii ) associating
associated with the position of the second elliptical com
poser graphic thatwas selected by the first user , wherein the
associating displays on the first avatar the second trait set at
the selected value of the second trait.
[ 0045 ] In some embodiments, the displaying (i) is
repeated for each portion of the second elliptical composer
graphic contacted by the first user until a break in user
contact with the second elliptical composer graphic is
the value of the first trait with the first avatar that is

detected , and the position of the second elliptical component
that is selected by the first user is the position of the second
elliptical composer graphic that was last contacted by the

first user when the break with the second elliptical compo
nent was detected .
[0046 ] In some embodiments, the first trait is one of hair

style , ear size, skin color, head shape , eye pupil color, eye

pupil size , eye size, rotation of the eyes , height of the eyes

on the face , distance between the eyes, ear style , ear size ,

hair style , hair color, amount of face wrinkles , an amount of
cheek indents /dimples, an amount of face pimples, stomach

thickness, overall body height, arm length , leg length , foot
size, facial hair style , facial hair color, eyebrow length ,

eyebrow color, eyebrow height, a thickness of eyelashes, an

eyelash color, an eyelash length , a nose style , a nose size , a

height of the nose on the face, a mouth size , a mouth shape,

a height of the mouth on the face , a teeth style , a teeth size ,

a teeth color, a lip style, a lip size , a lip color, absence or
presence of a facial blush , absence or presence of an
eyeshadow , an eye shadow color, a shirt, a vest, a jacket, a

dress, a skirt, a pair of pants, a pair of shorts, a pair of eye

glasses , a hat, a pair of earphones, a necklace , a pair of

earrings, a watch , a bracelet, a scarf, or a mask .

[0047 ] In some embodiments, the method further com

prises receiving a specification of a gender of the first avatar.

A gender layer is included on the first avatar from the set of
male gender and female gender responsive to the specifica

tion of gender from the first user. A selection of one ormore

topical categories from an enumerated plurality of topical

categories is also received and associated with the first
[0048 ] In some embodiments, the method further com

avatar.

prises receiving a selection of a first electronic communi
cation within the application , wherein the first electronic

communication is associated with a topical category in the

one or more topical categories . A sticker is formed that

comprises an altered version of the first avatar responsive to
the selection of the first electronic communication . The

altered version of the first avatar comprises one or more
visible layers that are present in the first avatar and one or

more visible layers that are not present in the first avatar. The
sticker is made available to one or more other users using the
application , typically by making the sticker available to
applications such as SNAPCHAT, text messaging, FACE

BOOK , etc .
(0049] In some embodiments, the first electronic commu

nication is selected from among a plurality of electronic
communications by the first user, and each electronic com

munication in the plurality of electronic communications is
associated with a category in the one or more topical
categories .

[0050 ] In some embodiments , the forming the sticker
comprises concurrently displaying the altered version of the
first avatar and an emotion slide bar on the display, first user
selection of each different portion of the emotion slide bar

displays a different emotion on the altered version of the first

avatar from a discrete set of emotions, and responsive to
receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide bar , the different

emotion displayed on the altered version of the first avatar

is changed to the emotion associated with the different

portion of the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe

ended.

[0051 ] In some embodiments , the altered version of the

first avatar includes a pair of eyes, a pair of eyelids, a set of

lips , and a pair of eyebrows, and each respective emotion in
the discrete set of emotions specifies at least a first charac

teristic position for the set of lips of the first avatar and a
second characteristic position for the pair of eyebrows of the
first avatar.

[0052] In some embodiments, the altered version of the
first avatar includes a pair of eyes , a pair of eyelids, a set of
lips, and a pair of eyebrows, and the altered version of the

first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by relative

movement of the pair of eyes , the pair of eyelids, the set of
lips and the pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered
version of the first avatar through a repeating pattern of

expressions over time.
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[0053] In some embodiments, the altered version of the

first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any
combination of: varying an amount of facial bone deforma

tion , varying a pupil size , varying an eyelid position, varying

an eye size , varying a pupil position , varying a mouth
position , varying a nose position , varying an ear position ,
varying a mouth size, or varying a face perspective in the

altered version of the first avatar over time .
10054 ] In some embodiments , the altered version of the

first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any
combination of: varying a position of the avatar in the sticker
over time, varying a scale of the altered version of the first
avatar in the sticker over time, moving a body part of the
altered version of the first avatar in the sticker over time.
[0055 ] In some embodiments, the first avatar is rendered

dynamic within the sticker by at least moving one or more
body parts of the altered version of the first avatar in the
sticker over time, wherein the one or more body parts is
selected from the group consisting of the arms, the feet, the
legs, the hands, the neck , or the head of the altered version

figure . Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more

second avatars from the plurality of avatars by the first user,
the one or more second avatars are compiled from the

plurality of avatars into the sticker. In such embodiments ,

the forming further comprises concurrently displaying the

altered version of the first avatar, the one or more selected
second avatars , and an emotion slide bar on the display. First
user selection of each different portion of the emotion slide

bar provides a different emotion on the altered version of the
first avatar and the one or more selected second avatars from
a discrete set of emotions . Responsive to receiving a user
swipe of the emotion slide bar, the emotion displayed on the
altered version of the first avatar and the one or more

selected second avatars is changed to the emotion associated

with the different portion of the emotion slide bar in which

the user swipe ended .
[0060] In some embodiments, the first electronic commu
nication is a news article received from a remote publication
source .
10061] In some embodiments , the first avatar includes a

of the first avatar.

pair of eyes, a nose, a set of lips, a pair of eyebrows, a pair

[ 0056 ] In some embodiments, the method further com

of ears , and a body.

prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication , a first affordance , wherein selec
tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first
tool for selection from a plurality of avatars other than the

first avatar, wherein each avatar in the plurality of avatars is
associated with a different user in a contact list of the first

user within the application . Responsive to receiving a selec
tion of one or more second avatars from the plurality of

avatars, compiling the one or more second avatars into the

sticker .
[ 00571 In some embodiments , the method further com

prises providing , at a time after the selection of the first

[0062] In some embodiments, the method further com
electronic communication , a first affordance , where selec
tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first
tool for modifying the sticker, where the modifying the
sticker comprises : adding a quote bubble, provided by the
first user, to the sticker using the first affordance , adding the
avatar of one or more friends of the first user, and designated

prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first

by the first user through the first affordance , to the sticker ,
changing the expression on each avatar in the sticker using

the first affordance , adding or removing a prop or back
ground scene to the sticker using the affordance , changing an

article of clothing worn by an avatar in the sticker using the

electronic communication , a second affordance, where
selection of the second affordance by the first user displays

affordance , repositioning or rescaling a layer that includes

a second tool for annotating the sticker with a user provided

props/backgrounds/ clothing using the affordance, changing

expression encapsulated in a bubble .
[0058 ] In some embodiments , the method further com

the bone position of an avatar in the sticker using the first
affordance, or changing a headline of the sticker using the

prises providing , at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication , a first affordance and a second
affordance . Selection of the first affordance by the first user
displays a first tool for selection from a plurality of avatars
other than the first avatar. Each avatar in the plurality of
avatars is associated with a different user in a contact list of
the first user within the application or an enumerated list of

method comprises A ) receiving a first event in the plurality
of events, B ) determining a first topical category for the first
event from among a plurality of topical categories, C )

the enumerated list of avatars represents a different public

where the plurality of assets determines a position on a first

second avatars from the plurality of avatars , the one or more

avatar in a scene over time, and where the first avatar is
associated with a first user that has designated an interest in

avatars provided by the application wherein each avatar in

figure. Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more
second avatars from the plurality of avatars is compiled into

first affordance .

[0063] Server implementations and bridge tool. Another

aspect of the present disclosure provides a method of
customizing avatars responsive to a plurality of events . The

obtaining a plurality of assets responsive to the first event,

the first topical category, D ) obtaining the first avatar from

the sticker. Selection of the second affordance by the first

a user profile associated with the first user , E ) forming a

first user provided expression encapsulated in a bubble .
[0059 ] In some embodiments, the method further com

where the altered version of the first avatar comprises : (1)
one or more visible layers that are present in the first avatar

user displays a second tool for annotating the sticker with a

prises providing, at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication , a first affordance, where selec

tion of the first affordance by the first user displays a first
tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars other
than the first avatar. Each second avatar in the plurality of

sticker comprising an altered version of the first avatar,
and (ii) one or more visible layers that are not present in the

first avatar and that include all or a portion of the plurality
of assets thereby forming a sticker, and F ) providing the
sticker to the first user along with a first electronic commu
nication that describes the first event. In some embodiments ,

avatars is associated with a different user in a contact list of

the user can use the bridge tool to add sprite sheet anima

the first user within the application or an enumerated list of

tions for props 262, background elements 266 , body anima

avatars provided by the application wherein each avatar in
the enumerated list of avatars represents a different public

tions for the one or more altered avatars . In some embodi
ments , the user can use the bridge tool to add a sound
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construct 260 to the sticker 256 . In some embodiments, the

user can choose from among different versions of the
background 266 to support different numbers of altered
avatars in the sticker 256 (backgrounds 266 suitable for

single altered avatars 258 in the sticker 256 , backgrounds
266 suitable for two altered avatars 258 in the sticker, etc .).
In some embodiments , the user can specify dynamic rules
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in the sticker over time. In some embodiments, the altered

version of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the
sticker by at least moving one or more body parts of the

altered version of the first avatar in the sticker over time,

wherein the one or more body parts is selected from the
group consisting of the arms, the feet, the legs , the hands , the
neck , or the head of the altered version of the first avatar.

for how the background 266 is to adjust to support varying
numbers of altered avatars 258 in the sticker 256 .
[ 0064 ] In some such embodiments, one or more visible

present disclosure provides a method of customizing a first

all or a portion of the plurality of assets comprises a gender

device associated with a first user, the application including
a first avatar representing the first user , and where the first

layers that are not present in the first avatar and that include
layer that customizes the altered version of the first avatar in

accordance with a gender of the first user.
[0065 ] In some embodiments, one or more visible layers

that are not present in the first avatar and that include all or

a portion of the plurality of assets comprises one or more
assets that are tinted to a skin color of the first avatar that is
specified in the user profile associated with the first user.
[0066 ] In some embodiments , the forming specifies the

Cartesian coordinates of a body part of the first avatar in a
background scene over time.

100751 Use of social media data . Another aspect of the
avatar. In accordance with an application on a first electronic

user has authenticated with a social networking application ,

the first electronic device comprising one or more proces
sors , memory , and a display : there is acquired , from the
social networking application , social media data pertaining

to the first user, such as such as who in the user 's friend
group got the most likes . As such , the social media data

comprises an event associated with the first user ( such as

such as who in the user's friend group got the most likes ).

A sticker is formed comprising an altered version of the first
avatar responsive to the event. The altered version of the first

10067 ] In some embodiments, the body part is a torso , a

avatar comprises one or more visible layers that are present

hand , a finger, a thumb , a pelvis, a foot, a leg , or an arm of
the first avatar.

present in the first avatar. The sticker is provided to the first

[0068] In some embodiments, the method further com
prises previewing the sticker prior to providing the sticker to
the first user.

[ 0069] In some embodiments , the obtaining D ), forming

E ), and providing F ) is performed for each respective user in
a plurality of users that has user that has designated an

interest in the first topical category. In some such embodi
the first topical category.
0070 ] In some embodiments , the receiving A ), determin
ing B ), obtaining C ), obtaining D ), forming E ), and provid

ments , more than 1000 users have designated an interest in

ing F ) is performed for a second event in the plurality of

events, wherein the second event has a different topical

in the first avatar and one or more visible layers that are not
user. In some embodiments , the method further comprises
enabling the first user to modify the sticker using any of the
tools described in the present disclosure of the other embodi
ments . In some embodiments , the method further comprises

enabling the first user to share the sticker with one ormore
other users , for example, through FACEBOOK MESSEN
GER , TWITTER , SNAPCHAT, and/ or iMESSAGE, etc .

[0076 ] Electronic device embodiments . In accordance
display, one or more processors, memory, and one or more

with some embodiments, an electronic device includes a

programs. The one or more programs are stored in the
memory and are configured to be executed by the one or
more processors . The one or more programs include instruc

tions for performing or causing performance of the opera
category than the first event.
[0071] In some embodiments, the first event is a news tions of any of the methods described herein .
[0077 ] Non - transitory computer readable media embodi
article received from a remote publication source .
[ 0072 ] In some embodiments , the altered version of the ments . In accordance with some embodiments, a nontransi
first avatar includes a pair of eyes, a pair of eyelids, a set of tory computer readable storage medium has stored therein

lips, and a pair of eyebrows, and the altered version of the

instructions which when executed by an electronic device

first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by relative

with a display , a memory, and one or more processors to

movement of the pair of eyes , the pair of eyelids , the set of
lips and the pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered

version of the first avatar through a repeating pattern of
expressions over time.
[0073 ] In some embodiments, the altered version of the

execute one or more programs stored in the memory , cause
the device to perform or cause performance of the operations

first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any

of any of the methods described herein .
[0078 ] In accordance with some embodiments , a graphical
user interface on an electronic device with a display , a
memory , and one or more processors to execute one ormore

combination of: varying an amount of facial bone deforma

tion , varying a pupil size , varying eyelid position , varying an
eye size , varying pupil position , varying mouth position ,
varying nose position , varying ear position , varying a mouth

size , or varying a face perspective in the altered version of

the first avatar, thereby effecting a repeating pattern of

expressions over time.

10074 ) In some embodiments , the altered version of the

first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any

combination of: varying a position of the altered version of

the first avatar in the sticker over time, varying a scale of the
altered version of the first avatar in the sticker over time, or
moving a body part of the altered version of the first avatar

programs stored in the memory , includes one or more of the

elements displayed in any of the methods described herein ,

which are updated in response to inputs, as described in any
of the methods described herein .
[0079 ] Thus, electronic devices with displays are provided
with faster , more efficient methods and interfaces for cus
tomizing and distributing avatars .
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0080 ] For a better understanding of the various described
embodiments, reference should be made to the Description
of Embodiments below , in conjunction with the following
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drawings in which like reference numerals refer to corre

user responsive to the selection by the first user of an

10081] FIG . 1 illustrates a network architecture in accor

first avatar comprises one or more visible layers that are
present in the first avatar and one or more visible layers that

sponding parts throughout the figures.

dance with some implementations.

[0082] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an electronic
client device in accordance with some embodiments.
[0083] FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating a server
system in accordance with some embodiments.
10084 ] FIGS. 4A , 4B , 4C , 4D , 4E , 4F , and 4G are flow

electronic communication , where the altered version of the

are not present in the first avatar and (ii ) a second avatar

associated with a different user in a contact list of the first
user or an enumerated list ofavatars where each avatar in the
enumerated list of avatars represents a different public figure
in accordance with some embodiments , and ( iii) a first user

diagrams collectively illustrating a method of customizing

provided expression encapsulated in a bubble in accordance

one or more avatars responsive to an event in accordance

with some embodiments .

with some embodiments .
10085 ) FIGS. 5A , 5B , 5C , 5D , 5E , and 5F are flow
diagrams collectively illustrating a method of customizing

an avatar in accordance with some embodiments.

10086 ) FIGS. 6A , 6B , 6C , 6D , 6E , and 6F are flow

diagrams collectively illustrating a method of customizing

[0095 ] FIG . 15 illustrates providing a sticker to one or
comprises : (i) an altered version of a first avatar of a first
user responsive to the selection by the first user of an
electronic communication , where the altered version of the
first avatar comprises one or more visible layers that are

more other users using an application , where the sticker

an avatar in accordance with some embodiments .

present in the first avatar and one ormore visible layers that
are not present in the first avatar and ( ii ) a second avatar

tively illustrating a method of customizing an avatar in

accordance with some embodiments .

associated with a different user in a contact list of the first
user or an enumerated list of avatars where each avatar in the

more topical categories from an enumerated plurality of

in accordance with some embodiments , and ( iii) a prop or

[0087] FIGS. 7A , 7B , and 7C are flow diagrams collec
[ 0088 ] FIG . 8 illustrates receiving a selection of one or

enumerated list of avatars represents a different public figure

topical categories and associating the one or more topical
categories with a first avatar in accordance with some

background scene in accordance with some embodiments.

embodiments.
[0089 ] FIG . 9 illustrates concurrently a first avatar and a

selection of a first electronic communication , a first affor

[0096 ] FIG . 16 illustrates providing, at a time after a
dance , where selection of the first affordance by the first user
displays a first tool formodifying a sticker, where the sticker
comprises : (i) an altered version of a first avatar of a first

first composer graphic on a display, where each different
value for a first trait associated with the first composer
graphic , and where the first avatar includes a face compris

user responsive to the selection by the first user of an
electronic communication , where the altered version of the

some embodiments .

present in the first avatar and one or more visible layers that

portion of the first composer graphic provides a different
ing a pair of eyes , a nose , and a set of lips in accordance with

[0090 ] FIG . 10 illustrates concurrently displaying a first

avatar and a second composer graphic on a display, where
each different portion of the second composer graphic

provides a different value for skin color in accordance with
[0091] FIG . 11 illustrates concurrently displaying a first
avatar and a second composer graphic on a display, where
some embodiments .

first avatar comprises one or more visible layers that are

are not present in the first avatar and (ii) a second avatar
associated with a different user in a contact list of the first
user or an enumerated list of avatars where each avatar in the
enumerated list of avatars represents a different public figure

in accordance with some embodiments, and where the

modifying the sticker comprises changing an expression on
the first avatar in the sticker using the first affordance in

provides a different value for ear style in accordance with

accordance with some embodiments .
100971. FIG . 17 illustrates providing a sticker to one or
more other users using an application , where the comprises :

avatar and a first (outer ) and second (inner ) composer

to the selection by the first user of an electronic communi

each different portion of the second composer graphic

some embodiments .
10092] FIG . 12 illustrates concurrently displaying a first

graphic anon a display, where each different portion of the
outer composer graphic provides a different value for hair

style and each different portion of the inner composer

graphic selects hair color in accordance with some embodi

ments .

10093] FIG . 13 illustrates a sticker comprising (i) an
altered version of a first avatar of a first user responsive to

the selection by the first user of an electronic communica

tion , where the altered version of the first avatar comprises

(i) an altered version of a first avatar of a first user responsive

cation , where the altered version ofthe first avatar comprises

one or more visible layers that are present in the first avatar

and one or more visible layers that are not present in the first
avatar and ( ii ) a second avatar associated with a different
user in a contact list of the first user or an enumerated list of
avatars where each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars

represents a different public figure in accordance with some
embodiments, and (iii ) a prop or background scene in
accordance with some embodiments .

one ormore visible layers that are present in the first avatar

[0098 ] FIG . 18 illustrates providing , at a time after a

and one or more visible layers that are not present in the first

selection of a first electronic communication , a first affor

avatar and (ii) a second avatar associated with a different
user in a contact list of the first user or an enumerated list of
avatars where each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars

dance, where selection of the first affordance by the first user
displays a first tool for selection from a plurality of second

represents a different public figure in accordance with some
embodiments .
[0094] FIG . 14 illustrates providing a sticker to one or

more other users using an application , where the sticker

comprises : (i) an altered version of a first avatar of a first

avatars other than a first avatar, where each second avatar in
the plurality of second avatars is associated with a different
user in a contact list of the first user within the application

in accordance with some embodiments.

[0099] FIG . 19 illustrates a graphical user interface for

obtaining a plurality of assets responsive to an event, where
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the plurality of assets determines a position of a portion of “ in response to detecting ,” depending on the context. Simi
l arly, the phrase “ if it is determined ” or “ if [ a stated
a first avatar in a scene over time ( e. g., leg up , leg down, arm
up , arm down, head to right, head to left, etc .), where the first condition or event) is detected ” may be construed to mean
" upon determining” or “ in response to determining ” or
avatar is associated with a first user that has designated an
interest in a first topical category associated with the event, “ upon detecting [the stated condition or event]” or “ in
obtaining the first avatar from a user profile associated with response to detecting [the stated condition or event ],"
the first user, and forming a sticker comprising an altered depending on the context.
version of the first avatar, where the altered version of the
[0107 ] Asused herein , the term " exemplary ” is used in the
first avatar comprises: (i) one or more visible layers that are sense of “ serving as an example , instance , or illustration ”
present in the first avatar and ( ii ) one or more visible layers
and not in the sense of " representing the best of its kind .”

that are not present in the first avatar and that include all or
a portion of the plurality of assets thereby forming a sticker

in accordance with some embodiments .
[0100 ] FIGS . 20A , 20B , 20C , and 20D collectively illus
trate a sticker in which components within the sticker are

animated in accordance with an embodiment of the present
disclosure .

10101] FIGS. 21A , 21B , 21C , 210 , 21E , 21F , and 216
collectively illustrate a sticker in which components within
the sticker are animated in accordance with another embodi
ment of the present disclosure .

[0102 ] In the Figures, dashed boxes represent optional
embodiments .

[0108 ] Embodiments of electronic devices, user interfaces
for such devices, and associated processes for using such

devices are described . In some embodiments , the device is

a portable communications device , such as a mobile tele
phone, that also contains other functions, such as PDA
and /or music player functions . Other portable electronic

devices , such as laptops or tablet computers are , optionally ,

used . It should also be understood that, in some embodi

ments, the device is not a portable communications device ,
but is a desktop computer.

[0109 ] A detailed description of a system 100 for custom

izing a first avatar responsive to an event, in accordance with

the present disclosure , is described in conjunction with
FIGS . 1 through 19 .

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS
[0103] Reference will now be made in detail to embodi
ments, examples of which are illustrated in the accompany

an exemplary network architecture of a client-server envi
ronment 100 in accordance with some embodiments . The

ous specific details are set forth in order to provide a
thorough understanding of the present disclosure . However,

. 102- n , each storing instructions for a client application 236

ing drawings . In the following detailed description , numer

it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that the

[0110 ] In particular, FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating

client- server environment 100 includes a number of client

devices (e .g., personal electronic devices ) 102 - 1 , 102 - 2, . .

in memory 220 (FIG . 2 ). The client devices 102 are con

present disclosure may be practiced without these specific

nected to a server system 106 , storing an application server

details. In other instances, well -known methods, procedures ,

module 108 associated with the client application 236 in

components, circuits, and networks have not been described

memory 306 (FIG . 3 ), by one or more networks 104 ( e. g .,

embodiments .

the Internet, cellular telephone networks, mobile data net
works, other wide area networks, local area networks, met

[0104 ] It will also be understood that, although the terms

ropolitan area networks, etc.). In some embodiments , the

in detail so as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the

first, second, etc . may be used herein to describe various
elements, these elements should not be limited by these
terms. These terms are only used to distinguish one element
from another. For example , a first message could be termed

one or more networks 104 include a public communication

network ( e . g ., the Internet and /or a cellular data network ), a

private communications network ( e. g., a private LAN or
leased lines ), or a combination of such communication

a second message, and , similarly , a second message could be
termed a first message, without departing from the scope of
the present disclosure. The first message and the second

networks .

message are both messages , but they are not the same

of connecting to the communication network ( s ) 104 , receiv

message .

[0105 ] The terminology used in the present disclosure is

for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only
and is not intended to be limiting of the invention . As used

in the description of the invention and the appended claims,
the singular forms “ a ” , “ an ” and “ the ” are intended to
include the plural forms as well , unless the context clearly

indicates otherwise. It will also be understood that the term

" and/ or ” as used herein refers to and encompasses any and
all possible combinations of one or more of the associated
listed items. It will be further understood that the terms
“ comprises” and/ or " comprising,” when used in this speci

fication , specify the presence of stated features, integers,
steps, operations , elements , and /or components , but do not
preclude the presence or addition of one or more other

features, integers, steps , operations, elements, components ,
and / or groups thereof.
f0106 ] As used herein , the term “ if ” may be construed to

mean " when ” or “ upon ” or “ in response to determining ” or

[0111 ] A respective client device 102 is any suitable

computing device that , in some implementations, is capable

ing from the server system 106 electronic communications
and proposed altered versions of avatars from the server

system 106 , sending to the server system requests, and
presenting , managing , and inputting / editing stickers or ava
tars . In some implementations, the client device 102 is a

smart phone, a mobile phone, a tablet device , a computing
device of a vehicle of a user ( e . g ., an in -vehicle communi

cations system , an in -vehicle entertainment system , an in

vehicle navigation system ), a wearable apparatus of the user

that includes a computing device ( e . g ., a watch of the user

having a computing device , glasses of the user having a
computing device , a wearable music player ), a desktop

computer, a laptop computer, a netbook computer, a gaming
device , a multimedia player device , or any other device that

is capable of receiving messages, as well as presenting ( e . g.,

displaying ), managing, and inputting/ editing messages and /
or stickers and / or avatars . In some implementations, the

client device 102 includes an image capture device ( e. g ., a
camera ).
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[0112] Messages from the server system 106 are sent to a

respective client device 102 when there is a match between
the topical categories of such messages and the topical
categories that have been designated of interest by the user

associated with the respective client device 102 . In some
implementations, the server system 106 includes an appli
cation server module 108. The application server module

108 sends each respective client device 102 messages when
there is a match between the topical categories of such

messages and the topical categories that have been desig
nated of interest by the user of the respective client device
102. In some embodiments , the application server module
108 sends an altered version of the avatar of the user of the
respective client device 102 for each such message . That is,

media applications (e .g., FACEBOOK MESSENGER ,

TWITTER , SNAPCHAT, iMES SAGE , etc .) to forward the
sticker to such contacts within the socialmedia applications
via application server module 108 at server system 106 .
[0114 ] Referring to FIG . 2 , an exemplary client device 102
typically includes one or more processing units (CPUs) 214 ,
one or more network or other communications interfaces

212 , memory 220 ( e .g ., random access memory and/ or
non - volatile memory ) optionally accessed by one or more
controllers 208 , and one or more communication busses 210

for interconnecting the aforementioned components .
[0115 ] The client device 102 also includes a user interface
200 . The user interface 200 typically includes a display

each message sent to the user of a respective client device
includes an altered version of the user ' s avatar, where the
altered version of the avatar appears to be reacting to the

device 202, which is optionally integrated within the device

event, the altered version of the avatar appears to be reacting

input device (s ) 204 , such as a keyboard , mouse , and/ or other
input buttons. Alternatively or in addition , in some embodi
ments, the display device 200 includes a touch -sensitive
surface , e . g ., where display 202 is a touch -sensitive display
or client device 102 includes a touch pad .

message . For instance , if the message pertains to a news

to the news event.
[0113 ] In some embodiments, the server system 106 is a
single computing device such as a computer server, while in

other embodiments, the server system 106 is implemented

by multiple computing devices working together to perform

the actions of a server system ( e . g ., cloud computing ). Users

employ the client devices 102 to access the application
server module 108 at the server system 106 and to receive
messages and altered versions of avatars . For example , a

user of one of the client devices 102 - 1 executes application
236 . A user first customizes their profile by making a
selection of one or more topical categories from an enumer
ated plurality of topical categories . These one or more

topical categories are associated with the user 's avatar in the

user 's profile. The application server module 108 takes note
of the one or more topical categories associated with the
user 's avatar in the user 's profile and uses these one or more
topical categories to determine which electronic communi

cations to send to the user 's application 236 for possible
selection by the user by matching the category of such
electronic communications to the one or more topical cat

egories selected by the user of the application 236 . Each of
these respective electronic communications includes an

altered version of the user 's avatar reacting to the respective
electronic communication . Moreover , each of the electronic
communications describes a recent event ( e . g ., a newswor

thy event that has happened in the past five minutes , the past
half hour, the past hour, the past day, or the past week , and/ or

an event that have been trending on top charts of social
medial applications such as TWITTER or FACEBOOK
within the past half hour, the past hour, the past day, or the
past week ). The user, at application 236 , makes a selection

( e . g ., housed in the same chassis as the CPU and memory ,

such as with a smart phone or an all -in - one desktop com
puter ). In some embodiments, the client device 102 includes

[0116 ] In client devices in which display 202 is touch

sensitive , the touch - sensitive display provides an input inter

face and an output interface between the device and a user.

The touch - sensitive display includes a touch - sensitive sur
face , sensor, or set of sensors that accepts input from the user
based on haptic and / or tactile contact. The touch -sensitive
display detects contact ( and any movement or breaking of

the contact ) on touch -sensitive display and converts the

detected contact into interaction with user - interface objects

( e .g ., one or more soft keys, icons, messages , message
interfaces, videos , or images ) that are displayed on touch
sensitive display system ( e .g ., that are displayed at a location
on the display 202 corresponding to the location at which the

contact was detected ). In client devices that have a touch

sensitive display, a physical keyboard is optional ( e . g ., a soft

keyboard may be displayed when keyboard entry is needed ).
In some embodiments , the touch -sensitive display detects
contact by the finger of the user and /or a stylus . In such

embodiments , the display controller 203 receives and /or

sends electrical signals from /to touch -sensitive display . As
such , the touch -sensitive display displays visual output to

the user. The visual output optionally includes graphics , text,
icons , video , and any combination thereof ( collectively

termed “ graphics ” ).

[0117] In some embodiments , client device 102 includes a

touchpad (not shown ) for activating or deactivating particu

lar functions. In some embodiments, the touchpad is a

touch - sensitive area of the device that, unlike a touch screen ,

of one of the offered electronic communication within the

does not display visual output. The touchpad is , optionally ,

one such communication , and responsive to this selection , a

sensitive display system or an extension of the touch

application 236 . The user uses the application 236 to select

sticker is formed comprising the altered version of the first
avatar. The altered version of the first avatar comprises one
or more visible layers that are present in the first avatar and

one or more visible layers that are not present in the first
avatar. The user provides the sticker to one or more other

users using the application . For instance , the user may

forward the sticker to contacts of the user within one or more
social applications to which that the user subscribes. In some

such embodiments, the application 236 makes use of appli
cation programming interface calls provided by such social

a touch -sensitive surface that is separate from a touch

sensitive surface formed by the touch screen .
[0118 ] In some embodiments, the user interface 200 also

includes an audio output device, such as speakers or an

audio output for connecting with speakers , earphones , or
headphones. In some embodiments , the user interface 200
also includes an audio input device (e.g ., a microphone ), and
optional voice recognition capabilities (e .g ., to supplement
or replace the keyboard ). Optionally, the client device 104
includes an audio input device 210 (e . g ., a microphone ) to
capture audio (e.g., speech from a user).
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[0119 ] In some implementations, the client device 102
also includes one or more of: one or more sensors ( e . g .,

accelerometer , magnetometer , proximity sensor, gyroscope )
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[0131 ] a sticker 256 which includes the altered avatar

258 of a first user and , optionally, the altered avatar
258 of additional users selected by the first user, one
or more sounds 260 , one or more props 262 , one or

(not shown ), an image capture device ( e. g ., a camera device
or module and related components ) (not shown ), and /or a
location module ( e .g ., a Global Positioning System (GPS )
receiver or other navigation or geolocation device and

[0132 ] Each of the above identified modules and applica

memory , such as DRAM , SRAM , DDR RAM , or other
random access solid state memory devices , and optionally

performing one or more functions described above and the
methods described in this application ( e. g., the computer
implemented methods and other information processing

related components ).
10120 ) Memory 220 includes high - speed random access

also includes non - volatile memory, such as one or more
magnetic disk storage devices, optical disk storage devices,
flash memory devices , or other non -volatile solid state

storage devices. Memory 220 may optionally include one or
more storage devices remotely located from the CPU (s ) 214 .

Memory 220 , or alternatively the non -volatile memory
device (s ) within memory 220 , comprises a non -transitory

computer readable storage medium . Access to memory 220

by other components of client device 102 , such as CPU (S )
214 and the peripherals interface 206 , is , optionally , con

trolled by controller 208 . In some embodiments, memory
220 can include mass storage that is remotely located with
respect to the central processing unit (s ) 214 . In other words,
some data stored in memory 220 may in fact be hosted on
devices that are external to client device 102 , but that can be

electronically accessed by clientdevice 102 over an Internet,
intranet, or other form of network 104 or electronic cable

using communication interface 212 .
[0121] The memory 220 of client device 102 stores:
[0122 ] an operating system 230 that includes proce
dures for handling various basic system services ;

[0123 ] a file system 232 for controlling access to the
various files and data structures described herein ;

[0124 ] a network communication module 234 that is

used for connecting the client device 102 to other

more foreground elements 264 , a background 266 , a

bubble message 268 and /or a headline 270 .
tions correspond to a set of executable instructions for

methods described herein ). These modules (e.g., sets of
instructions ) need not be implemented as separate software
programs, procedures or modules, and thus various subsets
of these modules are , optionally , combined or otherwise
re -arranged in various embodiments . In some embodiments ,

memory 220 optionally stores a subset of the modules and

data structures identified above . Furthermore , memory 220

optionally stores additional modules and data structures not

described above .

[0133] It should be appreciated that device 102 is only one

example of a client device , and that device 102 optionally
has more or fewer components than shown, optionally
combines two or more components, or optionally has a

different configuration or arrangement of the components .

The various components shown in FIG . 2 are implemented

in hardware , software , firmware , or a combination thereof,
including one or more signal processing and / or application
specific integrated circuits .
[0134 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary
server system 106 in accordance with some embodiments .
The server system typically includes one or more processing

units (CPU 's ) 304 , one or more network or other commu
memory and /or non -volatile memory ), and one or more

nications interfaces 300 , memory 306 ( e . g ., random access

communication busses 302 for interconnecting the afore

computers via the one or more communication network
interface ( s ) 212 (wired or wireless ) and one or more

mentioned components .

communication networks 104 , such as the Internet,

memory , such as DRAM , SRAM , DDR RAM , or other

other wide area networks, local area networks, metro
politan area networks, etc .;
[0125 ] an application 236 for customizing avatars, indi
cating categories, receiving messages in such catego
ries along with altered avatars responsive to such
messages and for indicating who should receive such
messages in conjunction with application server mod
ule 108 through communication network interface ( s )
212 , and related features/components such as:
[0126 ] the avatar 238 associated with a user, the
avatar including one or more traits 240, and for each
such respective trait 240 a trait value 242 ;
[0127 ] an avatar gender layer 244 that confers a

also includes non - volatile memory , such as one or more
magnetic disk storage devices, optical disk storage devices ,

cellular telephone networks, mobile data networks,

visible gender to the avatar 238 ;
[0128 ] a user profile 246 which includes a plurality of

topical categories 248 selected by the user and ,

optionally , a contact list 250 associated with the user ;

[0129 ] one or more electronic communications 252
provided by the application server module 108, each
respective electronic communication including :
10130 ] a designation of a communication category

254 thatmatches one of the topical categories 248 in
the profile 246 of the user;

[0135 ] Memory 306 includes high -speed random access
random access solid state memory devices, and optionally

flash memory devices , or other non -volatile solid state

storage devices . Memory 306 may optionally include one or

more storage devices remotely located from the CPU (S ) 214 .

Memory 306 , or alternatively the non - volatile memory

device (s ) within memory 306 , comprises a non - transitory
computer readable storage medium . In some embodiments ,

memory 306 can include mass storage that is remotely

located with respect to the central processing unit (s) 304 . In

other words, some data stored in memory 306 may in fact be

hosted on devices that are external to server system 106 , but
that can be electronically accessed by server system 106

over an Internet, intranet, or other form of network or

electronic cable using communication interface (s ) 300 .
[0136 ] The memory 306 of server system 106 stores:

[0137 ] an operating system 310 that includes proce
dures for handling various basic system services;
[0138 ] a network communications module 320 for con
necting to client devices 102 and other server systems
via the communication network interface (s ) 300 (wired
or wireless ) and one or more communication networks
( e .g ., the one or more networks 104 ) ;
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[0139 ] an application server module 108 , associated
with client applications 236 stored in respective
memory 220 of client devices 202, with instructions for
executing protocols and storing data associated with
application 236 , such as:

events," " politics," " sports," Hollywood gossip ,” “ Silicon

Valley Tech ,” “ Wall Street,” “Music ,” “ Culture ," and

“ Humor.”

[0149] With the selected categories in mind, if anything
breaking happens within any of the categories 248 selected

[0140] a login module 332 for authenticating users of

by the user, the user ' s avatar 238 will react to it as disclosed

client application 236 , and for providing authenti

herein . To this end, referring to block 406 , the user receives

cated users access to data associated with respective

a number of communications 252 , each of which is classified
into one ormore topical categories 248 . For instance, if the

sessions;

[0141] a session content module 334 that provides a
plurality of electronic communications 252, each
such electronic communication describing an event

and comprising:
[0142 ] a category 254 ; and
[0143 ] a designation of one or more users 340 and
for each respective user of the one or more users,
an altered avatar 248 for the respective user ; and
[0144 ] a user information module 344 for storing
information associated with respective users 340 - 1 .
. . 340 - L of client application 236 , including :
[0145 ] user login information 348 (e .g., names and
passwords for logging into the server system 106 )
and user names 350 (e . g ., names displayed in
conjunction with messages uploaded to a respec

tive messaging session ).
10146 ] In some embodiments , information for users 340

stored in the user information module 344 includes user
profiles, login information , privacy and other preferences ,
and / or biographical data . In some embodiments , a login

name associated with a respective user is the same as the
user name displayed for the user. In other embodiments , a

login nameassociated with a respective user is different than
the user name displayed for the user . In some embodiments ,
server 106 stores the avatar 238 information , including traits

240 and trait values 242 and gender layer 244 for each user,

as well as their profile 246 of subscribed topical categories
248 and /or contact list 250 .
[0147 ] Now that devices and servers in accordance with
the present disclosure have been described , methods for
using these devices and servers will be described.
[0148 ] Use of a contemporary event to customize an
avatar. FIGS. 4A -4G illustrate a flow diagram of a method
of customizing a first avatar 238 responsive to an event.
Referring to block 402 of FIG . 4A , the method comprises,
in accordance with a client application 236 on a first

electronic device 102 associated with a first user 340 , where
the client application 236 includes a first avatar 238 repre

senting the first user, the first electronic device 102 com

user has indicated an interest in the category 248 “ politics,"

each time a political event occurs , the user receives an
electronic communication regarding the political event. The

user selects one such electronic communication 252 .

(0150 ] In some embodiments, application server module
108 polls for such events on a recurring basis and , when such
events are discovered , assigns a category to the topics 248
and , if the category matches those selected by the user , sends

an electronic communication 252 to the client application
236 associated with a user across network 104 . In some
embodiments , the category of an electronic communication

is assigned by the application server module 108 based upon

the Internet source of the document. In some embodiments ,
pattern classification techniques are used to categorize the

electronic communication (e .g ., trained neural networks ,
support vector machines, cosine distance metrics , etc.).
(0151 ] In some embodiments, an event is any one or more
of topical news, human interest stories , social news, cultural
news, and blend news. Non-limiting examples of topical
news types include sports, politics, business, and cultural,
etc . Non -limiting examples of topical news includes the
announcement of President Trump firing the FBI director,
the announcement of the Golden Gate Warriors winning a

championship , the announcement of APPLE launching new

IPHONE , the announcement of the winner of America 's Got

Talent shoe , the announcement of a song going platinum ,
etc . Non - limiting examples of human interest stories
includes things to do over Labor Day weekend , thebest food

to eat on a weekend, and things to do when it rains. In typical

embodiments, social news requires a user needs to authen

ticate with a participating social networking application such

as FACEBOOK , INSTRAGRAM , etc. to get this type of

news ) and non -limiting examples of such news includes
friend ' s birthdays, friend ' s relationship status changes, the

user 's relationship status changes, announcements when you

have gotten more than X likes on a post, announcements
regarding a friend that got a lot of FACEBOOK “ likes ” on
a FACEBOOK post, announcements regarding which con
tact of the user got the most FACEBOOK “ likes ” in the past

week etc. Non - limiting examples of cultural news includes

prises one or more processors 214 , memory 220 , and a

announcements regarding “ Taco Tuesday ” , “ Hungover, ” etc .

categories 248 from an enumerated plurality of topical
categories ( e. g ., technology, politics, celebrities, culture ,
etc .). The one or more topical categories selections by the

news. In some embodiments , an event comprises a requested

display 202 : receiving a selection of one or more topical

user are associated with the first avatar 238 that is, in turn

Blend news signifies stickers that are not based on topical
product placement. In some embodiments , an event com

prises a sponsored or otherwise paid for posts.

[0152 ] At some point, a selection of a first electronic

associated with the user. Stated another way , the user selects

communication 252 within the client application 236 is
made by the user 340 . The first electronic communication

selected categories are stored in the user profile 246 of the
user as illustrated in FIG . 2 . In some embodiments , the user
selects one category 248 . In some embodiments, the user
selects two or more categories , three or more categories or
four or more categories . FIG . 8 illustrates an example user

252 is received by the first user in the client application . The

category 248 in the one or more topical categories, and
describes the event.

interface 802 used in some embodiments of client applica -

FIG . 4A , the user ' s avatar 238 is customized prior to

topical categories 248 that interest the first user and these

tion to select from among the topical categories 248 " world

first electronic communication is classified into a topical

0153 ] In typical embodiments , referring to block 408 of

selection of one of the electronic communications 252 the
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user has received . In such embodiments, one of the first

things that is done by a user after they have installed the
client application 236 on their device 102 is to customize
their avatar 238 . In some such embodiments, referring to

FIG . 9 , the customizing comprises concurrently displaying
the first avatar 238 and a first composer graphic 902 on the
display. Each different portion of the first composer graphic

provides a different trait value 242 for a first trait 240

associated with the first composer graphic 902 . For instance ,
referring to FIG . 9 , portion 904 - 1 represents a different trait

a different value 242 for a second trait 240 (e .g ., “ skin

color” ) associated with the second composer graphic 1002 .
In accordance with such embodiments , a second procedure

is executed that comprises (i) displaying on the first avatar

238 the second trait 240 set at a value 242 associated with

a respective portion 1004 of the second composer graphic

1002 selected by the user 340 responsive to the user selec

tion of the respective portion 1004 of the second composer
graphic , ( 11) repeating the displaying (1 ) for each portion

value 242 for the first trait “ facial hair” than portion 904 - 1

1004 of the second composer graphic 1002 contacted by the
first user 340 until a second break in user contact with the

the first composer graphic 902 by selecting the portion 904

242 of the second trait 240 with the first avatar 238 that is

of the first composer graphic wheel 902 . The user can select
the desired trait value 242 for the first trait associated with
of the first composer graphic 902 that represents the desired
trait value 242 . In some embodiments , trait values 242 are an

enumerated list of trait values that arranged on different

portions of the first composer graphic 902 ( e . g ., different
hair colors) . In some embodiments , trait values 242 consti
tute a numeric range ( e . g ., average hair length as measured
in centimeters , e . g ., 0 .01 cm to 15 cm ). In some embodi
ments the trait values for a given trait associated with the

first composer graphic is simply illustrated on different
portions of the first composer graphic 902. For instance, as
illustrated in FIG . 9 , the trait value 242 ranges from clean

second composer graphic 1002 is detected ,where the repeat
ing occurs at least one time, and (iii) associating the value

associated with the portion 1004 of the second composer
graphic 1002 that was last contacted by the first user 340

when the second break was detected . Thus , in some embodi

ments, the user drags a finger along the second composer
graphic 1002 ( e. g ., in a clockwise or counterclockwise

fashion ) and as they do the skin color on the avatar 238 is
changed to match the portion 1004 of the second composer
graphic 1004 they are touching. Once the user stops touch
ing the second composer graphic the value 242 of the second

trait 240 that is at the portion 1004 of the second composer
graphic 1002 last touched by the user before the second

shaven ( 1 o ' clock ) all the way through a very full beard ( 11

break is associated with the first avatar 238 . This associating

o ' clock ).
[0154 ] As illustrated in FIG . 9 , in some embodiments , the
first avatar 238 includes a face comprising a pair of eyes, a
nose , and a set of lips. Further, the customizing of the avatar
comprises executing a first procedure comprising (i) dis
playing on the first avatar 238 the first trait 240 set at a value
associated with a respective portion of the first composer
graphic selected by the first user 340 responsive to the user

results in the display on the first avatar 238 of the second

selection of the respective portion of the first composer
graphic . For instance, if the user selects portion 904 of the

first composer graphic 902, the facial hair of the first avatar

238 is altered to look like the selected facial hair from the
selected portion 904 of the first composer graphic 902 . This

process of displaying is for each portion 904 of the first
composer graphic 902 contacted by the first user 340 until a
first break in user contact with the first composer graphic is
detected . Thus , in some embodiments the user drags a finger

along the first composer graphic 902 ( e. g ., in a clockwise or
counterclockwise fashion ) and as they do the facial hair on

the avatar 238 is changed to match the portion 904 of the first
composer graphic 902 they are touching . Once the user stops

touching the first composer graphic the value 242 of the first
trait 240 that is at the portion 904 of the first composer
graphic 902 last touched by the user before the break is

associated with the first avatar 238 . In other words, the trait
value 242 that is associated with the portion of the first

composer graphic 902 that was last contacted by the first

user 340 when the first break was detected is associated with

the first avatar 238 . Further, this association includes dis

playing on the first avatar 238 the first trait 240 set at the trait

value 242 of the first trait associated with the portion 904 of

the first composer graphic 902 that was last contacted by the
first user 340 when the first break was detected .

[0155 ] Referring to block 410 of FIG . 4B and FIG . 10 , in

some embodiments, responsive to detection of the first
break , the first avatar 238 and a second composer graphic
1002 are concurrently displayed on the display . Each dif -

ferent portion of the second composer graphic 1002 provides

trait 240 set at the value 242 of the second trait 240

associated with the portion 1004 of the second composer

graphic 1002 that was last contacted by the first user 340
when the second break was detected .
[0156 ] Referring to FIG . 11, in some embodiments ,
responsive to detection of the second break , the first avatar
238 and a third composer graphic 1102 are concurrently
displayed on the display . Each different portion of the third
composer graphic 1102 provides a different value 242 for a
third trait 240 (e.g., " ear size ” ) associated with the third

composer graphic 1102 . In accordance with such embodi
ments, a third procedure is executed that comprises (i)

displaying on the first avatar 238 the third trait 240 set at a
value 242 associated with a respective portion 1104 of the

third composer graphic 1102 selected by the user 340
responsive to the user selection of the respective portion

1104 of the third composer graphic , ( ii ) repeating the dis

playing (i) for each portion 1104 of the third composer
graphic 1102 contacted by the first user 340 until a third
break in user contact with the third composer graphic 1102
is detected , where the repeating occurs at least one time, and
(iii) associating the value 242 of the third trait 240 with the

first avatar 238 that is associated with the portion 1104 of the
first user 340 when the third break was detected . Thus , in
some embodiments , the user drags a finger along the third
composer graphic 1102 (e .g ., in a clockwise or counter
third composer graphic 1102 that was last contacted by the

clockwise fashion ) and as they do the ear size on the avatar
238 is changed to match the portion 1104 of the third
composer graphic 1104 they are touching . Once the user

stops touching the third composer graphic the value 242 of
the third trait 240 that is at the portion 1104 of the third

composer graphic 1102 last touched by the user before the
associating results in the display on the first avatar 238 of the
third trait 240 set at the value 242 of the third trait 240
associated with the portion 1104 of the third composer
third break is associated with the first avatar 238 . This
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graphic 1102 that was last contacted by the first user 340
when the third break was detected .

a specification of the gender of the first avatar 238 from the

first user 340 and including a gender layer 244 responsive to

[0157] Referring to FIG . 12 , in some embodiments,

the specification of gender from the first user 340 on the first
avatar. Suitable choices for gender include male gender and

and a fourth composer graphic 1202 are concurrently dis

female gender. Themale gender layer 244 adds elements to
the avatar 238 that make the avatar appear as a male, such
as certain types of clothing , facial hair, hair style, etc. The

responsive to detection of the third break , the first avatar 238

played on the display. Each different portion of the fourth
composer graphic 1202 provides a different value 242 for a

fourth trait 240 (e.g ., " hair style” ) associated with the fourth

composer graphic 1202. In accordance with such embodi
ments , a fourth procedure is executed that comprises (1 )

displaying on the first avatar 238 the fourth trait 240 set at

a value 242 associated with a respective portion 1204 of the

fourth composer graphic 1102 selected by the user 340

responsive to the user selection of the respective portion

1204 of the fourth composer graphic, (ii ) repeating the
displaying (i) for each portion 1204 of the fourth composer
graphic 1102 contacted by the first user 340 until a fourth
break in user contact with the fourth composer graphic 1202
is detected , where the repeating occurs at least one time, and
( iii ) associating the value 242 of the fourth trait 240 with the

first avatar 238 that is associated with the portion 1204 of the
fourth composer graphic 1202 that was last contacted by the

first user 340 when the fourth break was detected . Thus, in
some embodiments, the user drags a finger along the fourth
composer graphic 1202 ( e. g ., in a clockwise or counter

clockwise fashion ) and as they do the hair style on the avatar

238 is changed to match the portion 1204 of the fourth
composer graphic 1204 they are touching . Once the user

stops touching the fourth composer graphic the value 242 of

the fourth trait 240 that is at the portion 1204 of the fourth
composer graphic 1202 last touched by the user before the
fourth break is associated with the first avatar 238 . This

female gender layer 244 adds elements to the avatar 238 that
make the avatar appear as a female , such as certain types of
clothing, absence of facial hair , jewelry , hair style , etc .

[0160 ] Referring to block 416 of FIG . 4C , in some

embodiments the first electronic communication 252 is
selected from among a plurality of electronic communica
tions by the first user 340, and each electronic communica

tion in the plurality of electronic communications is asso

ciated with a category 254 in the one or more topical
categories . In some embodiments, each such electronic
communication 252 describes an event in accordance with
its associated category , the event occurring in the past five

minutes , past half hour, past hour, past day or past week . In
some embodiments , each such electronic communication
252 describes an event in accordance with its associated
category, the event trending in the past five minutes , past

half hour, past hour, past day or past week on a social
network application such as GOOGLE , TWITTER , etc . In
some embodiments , at any given the time, the plurality of
electronic communications 252 available for the user to

select from at a client application 236 is two or more

electronic communications 252, five or more electronic
communications 252 , or 100 or more electronic communi
cations 252. In some embodiments, each electronic commu

nication 252 is associated with a single communication

fourth trait 240 set at the value 242 of the fourth trait 240

category 254 and the plurality of electronic communications
collectively includes communications across two or more

graphic 1202 that was last contacted by the first user 340

ries 254 . In some embodiments, each electronic communi

when the fourth break was detected .

cation 252 is associated with two or more communication

associating results in the display on the first avatar 238 of the

associated with the portion 1204 of the fourth composer
[0158 ] In some embodiments , referring to block 412 of
FIG . 4B , in non -limiting embodiments , the first or second

trait 240 (and in fact, with further reference to FIGS. 11 and

12 , the third and fourth trait) is hair style , ear size , skin color,

head shape, eye pupil color, eye pupil size , eye size , rotation
of the eyes , height of the eyes on the face , distance between

the eyes , ear style , ear size , hair style , hair color, amount of
face wrinkles , an amount of cheek indents/ dimples, an

amount of face pimples , stomach thickness , overall body

height, arm length , leg length , foot size, facial hair style ,
facial hair color, eyebrow length , eyebrow color, eyebrow
height, a thickness of eyelashes , an eyelash color, an eyelash

length , a nose style , a nose size, a height of the nose on the

face , a mouth size, a mouth shape , a height of the mouth on

categories , three or more categories, or ten or more catego

categories 254 .
[0161] Embodiments in which an altered form (altered
version 258 ) of a user ' s base avatar 238 responsive to the
sentiment of an electronic communication 252 have been

described . Referring to block 418 of FIG . 4C , in some

embodiments , each respective communication 252 in the
plurality of electronic communications 252 includes a dif

ferent corresponding instance of the altered version 258 of

the first avatar customized for the respective communication
252 by addition of one or more layers not present in the first

avatar 238 . These additional layers can modify the expres

sion of the base avatar. For instance, the one or more
additional layers may overlay enlarge anatomical features
over the base avatar 238 , such as enlarged ears to convey a

the face , a teeth style , a teeth size , a teeth color, a lip style,
a lip size , a lip color, absence or presence of a facial blush ,
absence or presence of an eyeshadow , an eye shadow color,

listening posture .
[0162] Referring to block 420 of FIG . 4C , in some
embodiments, the first electronic communication 252 is a

of shorts, a pair of eye glasses, a hat, a pair of earphones , a
necklace , a pair of earrings , a watch , a bracelet, a scarf,

source is CABLE NEWS NETWORK (CNN ), FOX NEWS ,

a shirt , a vest, a jacket, a dress , a skirt, a pair of pants, a pair

and / or a mask .

[0159 ] Referring to block 414 of FIG . 4C , in some
embodiments, the first avatar 238 is customized prior to
selection of the first electronic communication 252 . Some
techniques for customizing the avatar 238 have been
described above with reference to blocks 408 through 412 .
In some embodiments , the customizing comprises receiving

news article received from a remote publication source . For
instance , in some embodiments the remote publication

REUTERS , or the ASSOCIATED PRESS and the news
article is published by one of these remote publication

sources over communication network 104 .

[0163 ] Referring to block 422 of FIG . 4C , the method
continues with the formation of a sticker 256 comprising the
altered version 258 of the first avatar responsive to the
selection of the first electronic communication 252 by the
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first user 340 . In some such embodiments , the sticker 256 is

formed in response to the selection of the first electronic

electronic communication 252. Selection of the first affor
dance by the first user displays a first tool for selection from

communication 252. In some such embodiments , the sticker
256 existed prior to the selection of the first electronic

a plurality of second avatars other than the first avatar 238 .
FIG . 18 illustrates an example first tool 1802 for selection

communication . In accordance with block 422 , the altered

from a plurality of second avatars 238 other than the first
avatar 238 . As illustrated in FIG . 18 , each such second

version 258 of the first avatar comprises one or more visible
layers that are present in the first avatar and one or more
visible layers that are not present in the first avatar 238 . In

some embodiments , the sticker is in JPEG format. In some

embodiments , the sticker is in MP4 format, or some other
format that allows for animation .
[ 0164 ] Referring to block 424 of FIG . 4C , and with
reference to FIG . 16 , in some embodiments the forming the

sticker 256 comprises concurrently displaying the altered
version 258 of the first avatar and an emotion slide bar 1602

on the display. First user 340 selection of each different

portion of the emotion slide bar 1602 displays a different
emotion on the altered version 258 of the first avatar from a

discrete set of emotions . Responsive to receiving a user

swipe of the emotion slide bar, the different emotion dis
played on the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
changed to the emotion associated with the different portion
of the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe ended . For

instance , referring to FIG . 16 , portion 1604 - 1 of the emotion

slide bar 1602 is associated with the emotion " angry ” while
portion 1604 - 2 of the emotion slide bar 1602 is associated
with some other emotion other than angry . Referring to

block 426 of FIG . 4C , in some such embodiments, and as
illustrated in FIG . 16 , the avatar 238 includes a pair of eyes ,
a nose , and a set of lips, a pair of eyebrows, a pair of ears ,
and a body, and each respective emotion in the discrete set

of emotions associated with the emotion slide bar 1602

specifies at least a first characteristic position for the set of
lips of the first avatar and a second characteristic position for
the pair of eyebrows of the first avatar to convey the

avatar 238 is associated with a different user in a contact list

250 of the first user within the client application 236 . In
some embodiments , additionally or instead of the contact
list, an enumerated list of avatars is provided by the client
application 236 , where each avatar in the enumerated list of
avatars represents a different public figure (e .g., figures that

are generally known to substantial portions of the public ,
such as Barrack Obama, Donald Trump, etc .). In some

embodiments, the enumerated list of avatars consists of two
In some embodiments, the enumerated list of avatars con
sists of five or more avatars each representing a different
public figure . In some embodiments , the enumerated list of

or more avatars each representing a different public figure .

avatars consists of ten or more avatars each representing a

different public figure . Responsive to receiving a selection of

one or more second avatars from the plurality of second

avatars , the one ormore second avatars are compiled into the

sticker 256 . The dashed box in FIG . 17 illustrates the sticker
256 prior to inclusion of one or more second avatars . In
some embodiments , the user uses first tool 1802 illustrated

in FIG . 18 to select one or more avatars from the user 's

contact list 250 and /or an enumerated list of public figures .
FIG . 15 then illustrates the inclusion of one such additional
avatar from the user's contact list 250 and /or an enumerated
list of public figures in the sticker 256 .
[0167] Referring to block 430 of FIG . 4D , in a similar

embodiment, a first affordance is provided within the client

application 236 after the selection of the electronic commu

associated emotion in the altered avatar 258 . For example, as

nication 252. User selection of the first affordance displays

default (base ) avatar 238 of the user is taken and the lips and

other than the first avatar 238 ( e .g ., tool 1802 of FIG . 18 ).
Each avatar 238 in the plurality of second avatars is asso

258 ( of the default avatar 238 ) that conveys anger. In some
embodiments, the lips and eyebrows positions are changed

by overlaying layers onto the base avatar 238 with lips and

ciated with a different user 340 in a contact list 250 of the
first user within the application or an enumerated list of
avatars provided by the application , where each avatar in the
enumerated list of avatars represents a different public

avatar.

second avatars from the plurality of second avatars , the one

illustrated in FIG . 16 , to convey the emotion " angry , " the

eyebrows positions are changed to form an altered avatar

eyebrows in altered positions to thereby form the altered
[ 0165 ] In some such embodiments , and as illustrated in

FIG . 16 , the avatar 238 includes a pair of eyes, a nose , and
a set of lips, a pair of eyebrows, a pair of ears, and a body,
and each respective emotion in the discrete set of emotions

associated with the emotion slide bar 1602 specifies at least
a first characteristic position for one of the pair of eyes , a
nose , and a set of lips, a pair of eyebrows, a pair of ears , and
a body of the first avatar and a second characteristic position
for another of the pair of eyes, a nose, and a set of lips, a pair

of eyebrows, a pair of ears, and a body of the first avatar to

convey the associated emotion in the altered avatar 258. In

some embodiments , these components of the avatar are

changed by overlaying layers onto the base avatar 238 with

the components in altered positions to thereby form the

altered avatar .

10166 ) Referring to block 428 of FIG . 4D , in some

a first tool for selection from a plurality of second avatars

figure . Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more
or more second avatars are compiled from the plurality of
avatars into the sticker 256 . The forming further comprises
concurrently displaying the altered version 258 of the first

avatar, the one or more selected second avatars , and an
emotion slide bar on the display. An example of this emotion

slide bar is emotion slide bar 1602 of FIG . 16 . First user

selection of each different portion 1604 of the emotion slide
bar 1602 provides a different emotion on both (i ) the altered

version 258 of the first avatar 258 - 1 and ( ii) each second

avatar (e . g ., avatar 258 - 2 of FIG . 16 ) in the one or more
second avatars from a discrete set of emotions. That is to say,

in such embodiments , the emotion slide bar changes the
emotion of each avatar 258 in the sticker 256 to the emotion

associated with the different portion 1604 of the emotion

slide bar 1602 last contacted by the user. In alternative
embodiments , the user can use the emotion slide bar 1602 to

embodiments , a first affordance ( e . g ., a check box , a radio

change the emotion of a subset of the displayed avatars . For

button , a slide bar, an input field , a radio button , a drop -down

instance, referring to FIG . 16 , in some embodiments , the

menu , a shopping cart, etc . ) is provided by the client
application 236 at a time after the selection of the first

user can use the emotion slide bar 1602 to change avatar
258 - 1 to a first emotion (a first portion of the emotion slide
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bar ) and then use the emotion slide bar 1602 to change

avatar 258 - 2 to a second emotion (a second portion of the
emotion slide bar ). Such embodiment require an avatar
selection tool not shown in FIG . 16 . Furthermore , it will be

appreciated that there is no requirement that the emotion

slide bar 1602 have a linear shape . In some embodiments,

the emotion slide bar 1602 has a closed -form shape (e .g .,

polygon , elliptical or circular shape ) and each different

portion 1604 of the slide bar 1062 is associated with a

some embodiments, the one or more altered avatars 258 are
reacting to the headline 270 in a way that is characteristic of
the users represented by the avatars . For instance , if the user
is politically conservative , the altered avatar 258 in a given
sticker 256 would be reacting negatively to events that
would generally be regarded as advancements in liberal

policy and would be reacting positively to events that would

generally be regarded as advancements in conservative
policy . The user then distributes the sticker 252, in accor

different emotion that can be expressed on the altered avatar

dance with block 434 of FIG . 4F .

slide bar, the emotion displayed on the altered version 258

ments , the sticker 256 is distributed with all or a portion of
the first electronic communication 252 . The original com

258. Responsive to receiving a user swipe of the emotion

of the first avatar , and in some embodiments the one or more

selected second avatars , is changed to the emotion associ
ated with the different portion 1604 of the emotion slide bar

1602 in which the user swipe ended .
[0168 ] Referring to block 432 of FIG . 4E , in some

[0171 ] Referring to block 435 , in some optional embodi

munication does not have a sticker 256 attached to it . In such

optional embodiments, the sticker is added 256 (e .g . in
munication 252 using the systems and methods disclosed

accordance with optional block 432 ) to the electronic com

optional embodiments the sticker 256 that includes the

herein . In such embodiments, the sticker 256 makes the

altered avatars is fused with the first electronic communi
cation 252 . In some such embodiments this constitutes
combining a headline that represents the first electronic

read . In this way, the client application 236 advances the

communication 252 with the sticker 256 . In alternative
embodiments, this constitutes altogether replacing the first
electronic communication 252 with a sticker 256 that
includes a headline 270 that represents the first electronic
communication 252 . That is to say, in such embodiments ,

the sticker 256 encompasses the entirety of the displayed

message in FIG . 13 , not just the dashed box region . In still
other embodiments , block 532 constitutes combining a
snippet from the original electronic communication 252 with
the sticker 256 . In still other embodiments , block 532

original write up of the event in the original electronic

communication 252 more eye catching and entertaining to

goal ofmaking write ups of events more interesting to read

than conventional online news and event sources.
[0172] Details for systems and methods for customizing
an avatar 238 in response to events have been disclosed with

reference to blocks 402 through block 434 of FIGS. 4A
through 4E . FIG . 4 further discloses variations or additions
to such systems and methods. For instance , referring to
block 436 of FIG . 4E , in some embodiments , client appli
cation 236 provides, at a time after the selection of the first
electronic communication 252, a first affordance . Selection

constitutes combining the entirety of the original electronic
communication 252 with the sticker 256 , with the sticker
256 overlaying a portion of the original electronic commu
nication 252. In still other embodiments, block 532 consti

of the first affordance by the first user 340 displays a first tool

being appended to the original electronic communication

ments , client application 236 provides , at a time after the
selection of the first electronic communication 252 , a first
affordance and a second affordance ( e . g ., a check box , a
radio button , a slide bar, an input field , a radio button , a

tutes combining the entirety of the original electronic com
munication 252 with the sticker 256 , with the sticker 256

252 so that it does not overlay any part of the original
electronic communication 252 .
[0169] Referring to block 434 of FIG . 4F, after the first
user has optionally customized ormodified the sticker, using
the client application 236 , the first user provides the sticker

to one or more other users 340 . In some embodiments, the
client application 236 accomplishes the distribution of the
sticker to one or more other users using application pro

gramming interface (API) calls that are supported by one or

more social networking applications that are installed on the

user 's client device 102 . For instance , if the user has
FACEBOOK MESSENGER , TWITTER , SNAPCHAT,
iMESSAGE , etc . (or other social networking applications )

installed on the client application , API calls supported by

for annotating the sticker with a first user 340 provided

expression encapsulated in a bubble 268 . FIG . 14 illustrates
this result . The user has annotated the sticker with bubble

268 containing the message “Hi There."
[0173 ] Referring to block 438 of FIG . 4F , in some embodi

drop -down menu , a shopping cart, etc.). Selection of the first

affordance by the first user 340 displays a first tool for
selection from a plurality of second avatars other than the
first avatar 238 . Each second avatar 238 in the plurality of
second avatars is associated with a different user in a contact

list 250 of the first user within the client application 236 or

an enumerated list of avatars provided by the application .
Each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars represents a
different public figure. Responsive to receiving a selection of
one or more second avatars from the plurality of second
avatars , the one or more selected second avatars from the

these applications can be used by the client application 236
to distribute the sticker to one or more other users that are

plurality of avatars is compiled into the sticker 256 . Selec

among the first user ' s FACEBOOK MESSENGER , TWIT

tion of the second affordance by the first user 340 displays
a second tool for annotating the sticker with a first user 340

TER , SNAPCHAT, iMESSAGE , etc . ( or other social net

provided expression encapsulated in a bubble 268 . Sticker

working applications) contacts . As such , the other users do
notneed to be using an instance of the client application 236
in order to receive a sticker 256 from the first user.
[0170] In some embodiments, a headline 270 is synthe

of sticker 256 produced in accordance with block 438 .

sized from the original electronic communication 252 and

included in the sticker. In some embodiments, the sticker

256 has a headline 270 which conveys a snippet or general
synopsis of the original electronic communication 252. In

256 of FIG . 14 illustrates one such embodiment of the type

[0174 ] Referring to block 440 of FIG . 47, in some embodi

ments, the altered version 258 of the first avatar 238 includes
a pair of eyes , a pair of eyelids , a set of lips , and a pair of
eyebrows as illustrated in FIG . 17 . Further, the altered
version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the

sticker by relative movement of the pair of eyes , the pair of
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garbage cans , animals, cages, or other objects. In some
the sticker 256 from a stock panel of props offered by client
application 236 . In some embodiments, the user is able to
add their own props 262 the stock panel of props offered by
client application 236 for inclusion in the sticker 256 in
accordance with block 446 .
[0181] In some embodiments, the modifying the sticker
256 in accordance with block 446 comprises adding a
background scene 266 to the sticker 256 using the affor
dance . FIG . 15 illustrates one such background scene 266 ,
which is highlighted with a dotted line (which is not part of
the sticker 256 ). The background scene 266 of FIG . 15 , by
way of illustration , includes birds being targeted with guns .
[0182] In some embodiments , the modifying the sticker
256 in accordance with block 446 comprises adding and /or
changing a headline 270 of the sticker using the first
affordance. FIG . 15 illustrates a headline 270. If the user
does not edit the headline 270 , the headline 270 is the
message provided in the original default electronic commu
nication 252 that the user selected at the outset.
[0183] Referring to block 448 of FIG . 4F, in some embodi
ments, the client application 236 adds a quote bubble 268,
provided by an entity other than the application or the first
user 340 , to the sticker 256 , associates a sound construct
260 , provided by an entity other than the application or the
first user 340 , to the sticker 256 , or adds or removes a prop
262 or background scene 266 , provided by an entity other
than the application or the first user 340 . By way of example ,
this other entity is a retailer, or other form of business
organization that pays to have the quote bubble , sound
embodiments, the user selects the prop 262 for inclusion in

construct, prop or background scene added to the sticker .

0184 ] It should be understood that the particular order in

which the operations described above and illustrated in
FIGS . 4A - 4G have been described is merely exemplary and
is not intended to indicate that the described order is the only
order in which the operations could be performed . One of

avatar 238 looks just like the user. Moreover, the user has

added politics and sports to their brain ( e .g ., included topical
categories 248 " politics ” and “ sports ” to their user profile
246 . Consider further that at 12 o ' clock that day the Warriors

win the championship . When the user opens up the client
application 236 at 1 o 'clock that day , the user will see their
avatar 238 , now in the form ofan altered avatar 258 jumping
on the court with Jeff Curry and Dray Mongreen wearing
quick and long shirts . If the user likes this depiction , they
can send it to other users .

0186 ]. In this way, client application 236 serves to present

news and other events in an entertaining format where the

user is watching a mini-clone of themselves , almost a
reenact everything that happened in the world that day. This

mini -robot of themselves in the form of altered avatar 258 )
provides a more interesting way to consume news than

traditional methods such as reading The New York Times or
reading ESPN and so forth , and it is all based on entertain

ment and allowing the user to subconsciously retain the

information that comes along with it and also share it with
[0187 ] Building an avatar using minimal human interven

others.

tion . Turning to FIG . 5 , another aspect of the present
disclosure is building an avatar using minima human inter

vention . For instance , block 502 of FIG . 5A provides a

method of customizing an avatar 238 , comprising, in accor
dance with an application on a first electronic device 102

associated with a first user 340 , the first electronic device

comprising one or more processors , memory , and a touch
screen display : concurrently displaying a first avatar 238 ,
representing the first user 340, and a first composer graphic
on the display . Each different portion of the first composer
graphic provides a different value 242 for a first trait 240

associated with the first composer graphic . For instance ,
referring to FIG . 9 , each different portion 904 of the first
composer graphic 902 provides a different value 242 for the
trait 240 “ facial hair ” that is associated with the first com

ordinary skill in the art would recognize various ways to
reorder the operations described herein .
[0185 ] Thus FIG . 4 illustrates how client application 236

poser graphic 902.

can be used to take pre -designed assets that will look just
like the user. Moreover, by paying attention to the topical

a pair of eyebrows, a pair of ears, and a body. Further,

categories 248 in the user 's profile , when the client appli
cation 236 presents the avatar, in the form of an altered
avatar 258 to the user, the avatar not only looks like the user ,

but it also seems to thinks like the user to in that the

expressions on altered avatar 258 mimic those that the user

would have when reacting to an event. As disclosed in
conjunction with FIG . 4 , client application 236 enables this
by helping the user to create a base avatar 238 that looks just
like the user, but then adds different interests ( categories

10188 ] Referring to block 504 of FIG . 5A , and as further
illustrated in FIG . 9 , in some embodiments the first avatar

238 includes a pair of eyes, a pair of eyelids, a set of lips ,

referring to block 506 of FIG . 5A , the disclosed method in

accordance with FIG . 5 comprises executing a first proce
dure that comprises displaying on the first avatar 238 the first

trait 240 (e . g ., facial hair ) set at a value 242 associated with
a respective portion 904 of the first composer graphic 902
selected by the first user 340 without user intervention ( e. g .,
automatically ) responsive to the user selection of the respec
tive portion of the first composer graphic .

[0189 ] Referring to block 506 of FIG . 5A , the displaying

248 ) to its brain (user profile 246 ) as discussed above in

of block 504 is repeated for each portion 904 of the first

236 can add interests ( categories 248 ) such as world events,

first break in user contact with the first composer graphic
902 is detected . The repeating 506 occurs at least one time.

conjunction with FIG . 8 . So the user of client application
politics , sports , Hollywood gossip , Silicon Valley technol

composer graphic 902 contacted by the first user 340 until a

ogy , Wall Street, Music , Culture , and/or humor. Depending

[0190 ] Referring to block 510 of FIG . 5A , the value 242

on those interests that the user adds to their brain , if any

of the first trait 240 is associated with the first avatar 238 that

breaking events within those interests occur during a given

is associated with the portion 904 of the first composer

epic ( e . g ., that day, the past hour , the past five minutes ) the
user will see their avatar 238 , now altered in response to the
event and in the form of an altered avatar 258 in " real time"
( within an hour or two ) , where the altered avatar 258 appears

graphic 902 that was last contacted by the first user 340
when the first break was detected . The associating displays

to be reacting to the event. As an example , consider the case
where the user has made an avatar 238 of themselves . The

composer graphic that was last contacted by the first user

on the first avatar 238 the first trait 240 set at the value 242
of the first trait associated with the portion of the first

when the first break was detected .
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[0191] Then , at block 512 of FIG . 5A , responsive to

detection of the first break , the client application 236 con

If the user is female , they may pick longer hair. If the user

is male , they may pick shorter hair (e .g ., something more at

currently displays the first avatar 238 and a second composer
graphic on the display . Each different portion of the second

the beginning of the fourth composer graphic 1202 ) . As

trait associated with the second composer graphic . FIG . 10

1 202 . Further, to select hair color, the user can select a hair

illustrates. In some embodiments the panel illustrated in

color on the inner composer graphic 1206 . Thus, in FIG . 12 ,

1004 of the second composer graphic 1002 provides a

displayed where the outer composer graphic 1202 selects
hair style and the inner composer graphic 1206 selects hair

different value 242 for the trait “ skin color ” that is associated

color.

composer graphic provides a different value 242 for a second

FIG . 10 is immediately displayed after a user break in the
panel displayed in FIG . 9 is detected . Each differentportion

with the second composer graphic 1002 . As such , the second
composer graphic 1002 takes on properties that the user is

applying to their avatar. So, if the user opens up the second
the embodiment illustrated in FIG . 10 , the first 75 % of the
composer graphic 1002 , the user can pick their skin color. In

wheel has various shades of human colors. And the second
composer graphic 1002 provides more fun colors on the left
top . So , if the user slides their finger around the second
composer graphic 1002, the avatar 238 will be updated to
instantly change to the skin color corresponding to the
portion 1004 of the second composer graphic 1002 currentlyy

being touched by the user.
[0192] Thus, referring to block 516 of FIG . 5B , the client
application 236 displays on the first avatar 238 the second

trait 240 set at a value 242 associated with a respective
portion 1004 of the second composer graphic 1002 selected
by the first user 340 without user intervention ( e .g ., auto
matically ) responsive to the user selection of the respective
portion 1004 of the second composer graphic 1002 . Refer

illustrated , in FIG . 12 , the hair style gets more curly on the
upper left hand portions of the fourth composer graphic
a double composer graphic 1202 /1206 is concurrently

[0195 ] The avatar 238 composer illustrated in FIGS. 8

through 12 allows the user to quickly move from one trait

240 to the next in order to set trait values 242 to thereby
customize the avatar 238 to look like the user within using

the client application 236 .

[0196 ] Referring to block 514 of FIG . 5B , in some

embodiments , the first, second , third , or fourth trait 240 is
one of hair style , ear size , skin color, head shape, eye pupil
color, eye pupil size , eye size, rotation of the eyes, height of
the eyes on the face , distance between the eyes, ear style, ear

size , hair style, hair color, amount of face wrinkles, an

amount of cheek indents /dimples, an amount of face
pimples, stomach thickness , overall body height, arm length ,

leg length , foot size , facial hair style , facial hair color ,
eyebrow length , eyebrow color, eyebrow height, a thickness
of eyelashes , an eyelash color, an eyelash length , a nose

style, a nose size, a height of the nose on the face , a mouth
size, a mouth shape, a height of the mouth on the face , a teeth

style , a teeth size, a teeth color, a lip style , a lip size, a lip

ring to block 518 of FIG . 5B , the client application 236

color, absence or presence of a facial blush , absence or

repeats the displaying 516 for each portion 1004 of the

presence of an eyeshadow , an eye shadow color, a shirt, a

second composer graphic 1004 contacted by the first user
340 until the second break in user contact with the second

vest, a jacket, a dress, a skirt, a pair of pants , a pair ofshorts ,
a pair of eye glasses, a hat, a pair of earphones, a necklace ,
a pair of earrings, a watch , a bracelet, a scarf, and/ or a mask .
[0197] Referring to block 522 of FIG . 5C , in some
embodiments , a specification of a gender is received for the
first avatar 238 using the client application 236 . In such
embodiments , a gender layer 244 is included on the first

composer graphic 1002 is detected , where the repeating

occurs at least one time. Referring to block 520 of FIG . 5B ,
the value 242 of the second trait 240 that is associated with
the first avatar 238 is the value 242 corresponding to that

portion 1004 of the second composer graphic 1002 that was
last contacted by the first user 340 when the second break
was detected . The associating of block 520 displays on the
first avatar 238 the second trait 240 set at the value 242 of

the second trait 240 associated with the portion 1004 of the
second composer graphic 1002 that was last contacted by the
first user 340 when the second break was detected .
[0193] In the example illustrated in FIG . 10 , when the
second break is detected while the panel illustrated in FIG .
10 is being displayed , the avatar 238 is assigned the skin
color that corresponds to the last portion of the second
composer graphic 1002 that was being touched and , then ,

the panel illustrated in FIG . 11 is displayed . The panel of

FIG . 11 includes a third composer graphic 1102 that lets the
user pick their ear size / style . As the user movers their finger
around the third composer graphic 1102, the avatar 238 ears
grow larger.
[0194 ] When a break is detected while the panel illustrated
in FIG . 11 is being displayed , the avatar 238 is assigned the
ear size/style that corresponds to the last portion of the third
composer graphic 1102 that was being touched and the panel
illustrated in FIG . 12 is displayed . The panel of FIG . 12
includes a fourth composer graphic 1202 that lets the user
pick their hair style . As the user movers their finger around

the fourth composer graphic 1202 , the avatar 238 hair grows

longer. In this way, the user is able to pick their hair style .

avatar 238 that is selected from the set of “male gender ” and
" female gender” responsive to the specification of gender

from the first user 340 . Further, a selection of one or more
topical categories 248 from an enumerated plurality of
topical categories is obtained, e. g., using the interface illus
trated in FIG . 8 . The selected one or more topical categories
are associated with the first avatar 238 ( e. g ., by inclusion in

the user 's profile 246 illustrated in FIG . 2 ).
[0198 ] Referring to block 524 of FIG . 5C , in some

embodiments , a selection of a first electronic communica

tion 252 is received within the client application 236 . The

electronic communication 252 is associated with a topical
category 248 in the one or more topical categories . The
method continues by forming a sticker 256 comprising an

altered version 258 of the first avatar responsive to the
selection of the first electronic communication . The altered
version 258 of the first avatar comprises one or more visible

layers that are present in the first avatar 238 and one or more
visible layers that are not present in the first avatar 238 . The
purpose of the one or more visible layers that are not present
in the first avatar 238 is to alter the expression of the first
avatar 238 so that it is seen as " reacting” the information

conveyed in the first electronic communication .
[0199 ] In some embodiments , the sticker 256 , which may

be for example in JPEG or MP4 format, is fused with the
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first electronic communication . That is, the sticker can be
superimposed on the first electronic communication ,
appended to the first electronic communication , or in any
way electronically combined with the first electronic com
munication .
[ 0200 ] In some embodiments, the sticker is not fused with
the first electronic communication . In some optional

over time. For instance , referring to FIG . 17 , in some
embodiments, the altered version 258 of the first avatar is

rendered dynamic by moving the eyebrows of the depicted
avatar 258 - 1 within the sticker 256 through a repeating

pattern over time. For example , the eyebrows of the depicted
sticker in a first position (e .g ., lowered ) for few millisec

avatar 258 - 1 within the sticker 256 are posed within the

embodiments , the sticker is communicated to one or more
other users using the client application 236 . In some such
embodiments , the sticker is in MP4 format or some other

onds, then posed within the sticker in a second position ( e. g .,
straight ) for a few milliseconds , and then posed within the

format that support animation . In some embodiments, the

onds. This sequence is then repeated with the eyebrows

client application 236 accomplishes the distribution of the

sticker to one or more other users using application pro
gramming interface (API) calls that are supported by one or
more social networking applications that are installed on the

user' s client device 102. For instance, if the user has

FACEBOOK MESSENGER , TWITTER , SNAPCHAT ,
installed on the client application, API calls supported by

iMESSAGE , etc. (or other social networking applications )
these applications can be used by the client application 236

to distribute the sticker to one or more other users that are
among the first user's FACEBOOK MESSENGER , TWIT
TER , SNAPCHAT, iMESSAGE , etc . (or other social net
working applications) contacts .

[0201] Referring to block 526 of FIG . 5C , in some

embodiments, the first electronic communication 252 is
selected from among a plurality of electronic communica
tions by the first user 340 ( e . g ., from among at least three

electronic communications, from among at least five elec
communications, etc .). Each electronic communication in

sticker in a third position (e .g ., raised ) for a few millisec

returning to the first position , and then cycling through the
second and third position over and over again . In some
embodiments , the repeating pattern has three discrete inde

pendent positions that are cycled through as outlined above .
independent positions that are cycled through , or one hun

More typically , the repeating pattern has ten or more discrete
dred or more discrete independent positions that are cycled

through . In some embodiments , each position is depicted for

at least one millisecond , at least 10 milliseconds, at least 100
milliseconds, or at least 250 milliseconds before moving on

to the next position .

[0204 ] Referring to block 534 of FIG . 5D , in some

embodiments the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
rendered dynamic within the sticker by any combination of:
varying an amount of facial bone deformation, varying a
pupil size , varying eyelid position , varying an eye size ,
varying pupil position , varying mouth position , varying nose

position, varying ear position , varying a mouth size, or

tronic communications, from among at least 10 electronic

varying a face perspective in the altered version 258 of the

the plurality of electronic communications is associated with
a category 248 in the one or more topical categories.
[ 0202 ] Referring to block 528 of FIG . 5C , in some

first avatar over time.
[0205 ] As another example, referring to FIG . 17, in some
embodiments, the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
rendered dynamic (e .g ., within the sticker ) by changing the

embodiments the forming the sticker 256 comprises con
currently displaying the altered version 258 of the first
avatar and an emotion slide bar on the display . An example
of this is illustrated in FIG . 16 . First user selection of each
different portion 1604 of the emotion slide bar 1602 displays
a different emotion on the altered version 258 of the first
avatar from a discrete set of emotions. In some embodi

ments, the slide bar includes five or more portions each

representing a different emotion , ten or more portions each
representing a different emotion , or 25 or more portions each
representing a different emotion . Responsive to receiving a
user swipe of the emotion slide bar, the different emotion
displayed on the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
changed to the emotion associated with the different portion

of the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe ended .

Referring to block 530 of FIG . 5C , in some embodiments the
altered version 258 of the first avatar includes a pair of eyes,
a pair of eyelids, a set of lips, and a pair of eyebrows, and
each respective emotion in the discrete set of emotions
specifies at least a first characteristic position for the set of

lips of the first avatar and a second characteristic position for
the pair of eyebrows of the first avatar.

[0203] Referring to block 532 of FIG . 5D , in some
embodiments, the altered version 258 of the first avatar
includes a pair of eyes, a pair of eyelids , a set of lips , and a
pair of eyebrows. The altered version 258 of the first avatar
is rendered dynamic within the sticker by relative movement

of the pair of eyes, the pair of eyelids , the set of lips and the
pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered version 258 of
the first avatar through a repeating pattern of expressions

size of the eyes of the depicted avatar 258 - 1 within the
sticker 256 over time, moving the eyelids of the depicted
avatar 258 - 1 within the sticker 256 through a first repeating
pattern over time, and moving the lips of the depicted avatar
258 - 1 within the sticker 256 through a second repeating
pattern over time, and /or moving the eyebrows of the

depicted avatar 258 - 1 within the sticker 256 through a third
repeating pattern over time where the first, second, and third
repeating pattern is the same or different. That is , they may

have different numbers of independent positions that are
independent position of the first repeating pattern may be
rendered in the sticker 256 for a different amount of time
than each independent position of the second repeating
pattern ).
[0206 ] Referring to block 536 of FIG . 5D , in some
embodiments the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
rendered dynamic within the sticker by any combination of:
cycled through , and on different timing schedules ( e . g ., each

varying an amount of facial bone deformation in the altered
version 258 of the first avatar over time, varying a pupil size
in the altered version 258 of the first avatar over time,

varying eyelid position in the altered version 258 of the first
avatar over time, varying an eye size in the altered version
258 of the first avatar over time, varying pupil position in the

altered version 258 of the first avatar over time, varying
mouth position in the altered version 258 of the first avatar

over time, varying nose position in the altered version 258
of the first avatar over time, varying ear position in the
altered version 258 of the first avatar over time, varying a
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mouth size in the altered version 258 of the first avatar over
time, or varying a face perspective in the altered version 258
of the first avatar over time.
[0207 ] Referring to block 536 of FIG . 5D , in some
embodiments, the first avatar 238 is rendered dynamic
within the sticker by at least moving one or more body parts
of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker
over time. The one or more body parts is selected from the
group consisting of the arms, the feet, the legs, the hands, the
neck , or the head of the altered version 258 of the first avatar.
[0208] Referring to block 540 of FIG . 5D , in some
embodiments the client application 236 provides a first
affordance ( e . g ., a check box , a radio button , a slide bar, an
input field , a radio button , a drop -down menu , a shopping
cart, etc.) at a time after the selection of the first electronic
communication 252 . User selection of the first affordance
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enumerated list of avatars provided by the application , each

avatar in the enumerated list of avatars representing a

different public figure. Responsive to receiving a selection of

one or more second avatars from the plurality of avatars, the
client application 236 compiles the one or more second
avatars from the plurality of avatars into the sticker 256 . The
forming further comprises concurrently displaying the
altered version 258 of the first avatar, the one or more

selected second avatars, and an emotion slide bar on the

display. First user 340 selection of each different portion of
the emotion slide bar provides a different emotion on the

altered version 258 of the first avatar and each second avatar

in the one or more second avatars from a discrete set of

emotions. An example of this is illustrated in FIG . 16 . First
user selection of each different portion 1602 of the emotion
slide bar 1602 displays a different emotion on the altered

version 258 of the first avatar and each second avatar in the

displays a tool for selection from among a plurality of
second avatars other than the first avatar. Each second avatar
238 is associated with a different user in a contact list 250

Responsive to receiving a user swipe of the emotion slide

of the first user 340 within the application or an enumerated
list of avatars provided by the application . Each avatar in the
enumerated list of avatars represents a different public

of the first avatar and the one or more selected second
avatars is changed to the emotion associated with the

figure . Further, the selected one or more second avatars are

compiled into the sticker 256 .

[0209] Referring to block 542 of FIG . 5E , in some

embodiments, the client application 236 provides, at a time

after the selection of the first electronic communication 252 ,
a second affordance ( e . g ., a check box , a radio button , a slide
bar, an input field , a radio button , a drop -down menu , a

one or more second avatars from a discrete set of emotions.

bar 1602 , the emotion displayed on the altered version 258

different portion 1604 of the emotion slide bar 1602 in which
the user swipe ended .

[0212] Referring to block 548 of FIG . 5F, in some embodi

ments , the first electronic communication 252 is a news
article received from a remote publication source . For

instance, in some embodiments the remote publication
source is CABLE NEWS NETWORK (CNN ), FOX NEWS,

shopping cart, etc .). Selection of the second affordance by

the first user 340 displays a second tool for annotating the

REUTERS, or the ASSOCIATED PRESS and the news
article is published by one of these remote publication

sticker with a first user provided expression encapsulated in

sources over communication network 104 .

a bubble 268 . FIG . 14 illustrates this result . The user has
annotated the sticker with bubble 268 containing the mes
sage “ Hi There ."

[0213] Referring to block 550 of FIG . 5F, in some embodi
ments the client application 236 provides , at a time after the

[0210 ] Referring to block 544 of FIG . 5E , in some

affordance ( e. g ., a check box, a radio button, a slide bar, an

embodiments, the client application 236 provides , after the

input field , a radio button , a drop -down menu , a shopping

selection of the first electronic communication 252 , first and

cart, etc . ). Selection of the first affordance by the first user

second affordances (e . g ., a check box, a radio button , a slide

bar, an input field , a radio button , a drop - down menu , a

shopping cart, etc . ). First user selection of the first affor

dance displays a tool for selection from a plurality of second

avatars other than the first avatar 238 . Each such second

avatar 238 is associated with a different user in a contact list

250 of the first user within the application or an enumerated
list of avatars 238 provided by the application , where each

avatar 238 in the enumerated list represents a different public
figure. Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more

second avatars, the client application 236 compiles the one
or more second avatars into the sticker 256 . Selection of the

selection of the first electronic communication 252 , a first

displays a first tool for modifying the sticker 256 . The
modifying the sticker in accordance with block 550 com

prises adding a quote bubble 268 , provided by the first user,
to the sticker 256 using the first affordance , associating a
sound construct 260 , selected by the first user , to the sticker
256 using the first affordance, adding the avatar 238 of one
or more friends of the first user , and designated by the first

user through the first affordance , to the sticker , changing the

expression on each avatar 238 in the sticker 256 using the
ground scene 266 to the sticker using the affordance , chang

first affordance , adding or removing a prop 262 or back

ing an article of clothing worn by an avatar 238 in the sticker

using the affordance , repositioning or rescaling a layer that
includes props 262 /backgrounds 266 / clothing using the

second affordance by the first user causes the client appli
cation 236 to display a second tool for annotating the sticker
with a first user provided expression encapsulated in a
bubble 268.
[ 0211 ] Referring to block 546 of FIG . 5F , in some embodi

the sticker 256 using the first affordance, and /or changing a
headline 270 of the sticker using the first affordance .

ments , the client application 236 provides , at a time after the
selection of the first electronic communication 252, a first

102141 In some embodiments , the modifying the sticker
256 in accordance with block 550 comprises associating a

affordance ( e.g ., a check box , a radio button , a slide bar, an

sound construct 260, selected by the first user, to the sticker

affordance, changing the bone position of an avatar 238 in

cart, etc .). First user 340 selection of the first affordance

256 . In some embodiments, the sound construct 260 is sound
recorded by the first user, such as a recorded message made

displays a tool for selection from a plurality of second

by the first user. In some embodiments , the sound construct

avatars 238 other than the first avatar 238 . Each such second
avatar is associated with a different user 340 in a contact list

260 is less than three seconds , less than 10 seconds , less than
30 seconds , less than one minute or less than 5 minutes of

input field , a radio button , a drop - down menu , a shopping

250 of the first user 340 within the application or an

sound recorded in an uncompressed audio format, pulse
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codemodulation (PCM ) format, waveform audio file (WAV )
format , audio interchange file format (AIFF), MPEG -Audio
Layer 3 (MP3 ) format, advanced audio coding (AAC )
format, OGG (Vorbis ) format, WINDOWS media audio
(WMA ) format, free lossless audio ( FLAC ) format , APPLE

lossless audio codec (ALAC ) format, WINDOWS media
audio (WMA) format, or some other format. In some
embodiments , the sound construct is a song or a part of a

song. In some embodiments, the sound construct 260 com
prises a sound effect , such as horns blowing , a crowd

cheering, a crowd booing, or person crying , or a person
laughing, etc.
[ 0215 ] In some embodiments , the modifying the sticker
256 in accordance with block 550 comprises adding or

removing a prop 262 to the sticker using the affordance . For

instance , FIG . 15 illustrates a prop 262 in the sticker 256 .
Non -limiting examples of props 262 a user can use to
modify the sticker in accordance with block 446 includes

furniture , tools , flags , balloons, signs, crosses, weapons,

garbage cans, animals , cages , or other objects . In some
embodiments , the user selects the prop 262 for inclusion in

the sticker 256 from a stock panel of props offered by client

238 the first trait 240 set at a value 242 associated with a

respective portion of the first elliptical composer graphic

selected by the first user 340 without user intervention ( e. g .,

automatically ) responsive to the user selection of the respec

tive portion of the first elliptical composer graphic .
[0220 ] Referring to block 608 of FIG . 6A , the client
application 236 associates the value 242 of the first trait 240

with the first avatar 238 that is associated with the position

of the first elliptical composer graphic that was selected by

the first user 340. The associating displays on the first avatar
the first trait 240 set at the selected value 242 of the first trait.

As referenced by block 610 of FIG . 6A , the displaying 606

is repeated for each portion of the first elliptical composer

graphic contacted by the first user 340 until a first break in

user contact with the first elliptical composer graphic is

detected . The position of the first elliptical composer graphic
that is selected by the first user 340 is the position of the first

elliptical composer graphic that was last contacted by the

first user when the first break was detected .

[0221] Referring to block 612 of FIG . 6A , in some
embodiments the first trait 240 is one of hair style , ear size ,

add their own props 262 the stock panel of props offered by
client application 236 for inclusion in the sticker 256 in

skin color, head shape, eye pupil color, eye pupil size , eye
distance between the eyes, ear style , ear size ,hair style, hair

accordance with block 446 .
0216 ). In some embodiments , the modifying the sticker
256 in accordance with block 550 comprises adding a

hair style , facial hair color, eyebrow length , eyebrow color,

application 236 . In some embodiments, the user is able to

background scene 266 to the sticker 256 using the affor
dance . FIG . 15 illustrates one such background scene 266 ,

which is highlighted with a dotted line (which is not part of

the sticker 256 ). The background scene 266 of FIG . 15 , by

way of illustration, includes birds being targeted with guns.
[0217]. In some embodiments, the modifying the sticker

256 in accordance with block 550 comprises adding and /or

changing a headline 270 of the sticker using the first
affordance. FIG . 15 illustrates a headline 270 . If the user

size , rotation of the eyes , height of the eyes on the face ,

color, amount of face wrinkles , an amount of cheek indents/
dimples, an amount of face pimples , stomach thickness ,

overall body height, arm length , leg length , foot size , facial

eyebrow height, a thickness of eyelashes, an eyelash color,
nose on the face, a mouth size, a mouth shape , a height of
themouth on the face , a teeth style , a teeth size , a teeth color,
an eyelash length , a nose style , a nose size, a height of the

a lip style , a lip size, a lip color, absence or presence of a
facial blush , absence or presence of an eyeshadow , an eye
shadow color, a shirt, a vest, a jacket, a dress , a skirt, a pair
of pants , a pair of shorts , a pair of eye glasses, a hat, a pair

of earphones, a necklace, a pair of earrings , a watch , a

does not edit the headline 270 , the headline 270 is the
message provided in the original default electronic commu

bracelet, a scarf , and / or a mask .

nication 252 that the user selected at the outset.

application 236 concurrently displays the first avatar 238

[ 0218 ] Using an elliptical first composer graphic to cus
tomize an avatar. FIGS. 6A -6F detail systems and methods
for using an elliptical first composer graphic to customize an

avatar. Referring to block 602, a method of customizing a

first avatar 238 , comprising, in accordance with a client
with a first user 340 , the first electronic device comprising
application 236 on a first electronic device 102 associated
one or more processors , memory, and a display : concur

rently displaying the first avatar 238 , representing the first

user 340 , and a first elliptical composer graphic on the
display . Each different portion of the first elliptical composer
graphic provides a different value 242 for a first trait 240
associated with the first elliptical composer graphic . For
instance , referring to FIG . 9 , each different portion 904 of
the first elliptical composer graphic 902 provides a different
value 242 for the trait 240 “ facial hair” that is associated
with the first composer graphic 902 .

[0222 ] Referring to block 614 of FIG . 6B , the client
and a second elliptical composer graphic on the display after
the first trait 240 is selected . FIG . 10 illustrates. In some
embodiments the panel illustrated in FIG . 10 is immediately

displayed after a user break in the panel displayed in FIG . 9

is detected . Each different portion 1004 of the second

elliptical composer graphic 1002 provides a different value
242 for the trait " skin color” that is associated with the

second elliptical composer graphic 1002 . As such , the sec

ond elliptical composer graphic 1002 takes on properties
that the user is applying to their avatar 238 . So, if the user

opens up the second elliptical composer graphic 1002, the

user can pick their skin color. In the embodiment illustrated

in FIG . 10 , the first 75 % of the second elliptical composer

graphic has various shades of human colors. And the second

elliptical composer graphic 1002 provides more fun colors

on the left top . So, if the user slides their finger around the
second elliptical composer graphic 1002, the avatar 238 will

[0219 ] Referring to 604 of FIG . 6A , and as further illus

be updated to instantly change to the skin color correspond
ing to the portion 1004 of the second elliptical composer

eyebrows, a pair of ears, a pair of eyelids, and a body.

graphic 1002 currently being touched by the user. As such ,
themethod further comprises executing a second procedure
comprising: (i) displaying on the first avatar the second trait

trated in FIG . 9 , in some embodiments the first avatar 238
includes a pair of eyes , a nose , a set of lips , a pair of

Further, referring to block 606 of FIG . 6A , the disclosed
first procedure that comprises displaying on the first avatar

method in accordance with FIG . 6 comprises executing a

set at a value 242 associated with a respective position of the

second elliptical composer graphic selected by the first user
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340 without user intervention responsive to the user selec tion of the respective position of the second elliptical
composer graphic , and (ii ) associating the value of the first

trait with the first avatar 238 that is associated with the

position of the second elliptical composer graphic that was

(0227] In some embodiments, the sticker 256 , which may
be for example in JPEG format as discussed above, is not
fused with the first electronic communication 252 . In some

embodiments , the sticker 256 , is in MP4 format or some
other format that supports animation . Further in such
embodiments , the sticker 256 is not fused with the first

selected by the first user 340 . This associating displays on
the first avatar the second trait set at the selected value 242

electronic communication 252. In some such embodiments,

of the second trait.

the sticker is communicated to one or more other users 340

application 236 repeats the displaying for each portion 1004
of the second elliptical composer graphic 1002 contacted by

application 236 accomplishes the communication of the
sticker to one or more other users using application pro

[0223] Referring to block 616 of FIG . 6B , the client

the first user 340 until a break in user contact with the second
elliptical composer graphic 1002 is detected . The position
1004 of the second elliptical component 1002 that is selected
by the first user 340 is the position of the second elliptical
composer graphic 1002 that was last contacted by the first
user 340 when the break with the second elliptical compo
nent 1002 was detected .
[0224 ] Referring to block 618 of FIG . 6B , in some
embodiments, the method further comprises receiving a
specification of a gender of the first avatar 238 . In such

using the application . In some such embodiments, the client

gramming interface (API) calls that are supported by one or

more social networking applications that are installed on the

user' s client device 102 . For instance , if the user has

FACEBOOK MESSENGER , TWITTER , SNAPCHAT,
installed on the client application , API calls supported by

iMESSAGE, etc . (or other social networking applications )
these applications can be used by the client application 236
to distribute the sticker to one or more other users that are
among the first user ' s FACEBOOK MESSENGER , TWIT

TER , SNAPCHAT , iMESSAGE , etc. (or other social net

instances, the client application 236 includes a gender layer

working applications) contacts .

244 on the first avatar 238 that is selected from the set of
“ male gender ” and “ female gender ” responsive to the speci

embodiments , the first electronic communication 252 is

[0228 ] Referring to block 622 of FIG . 6C , in some

accordance with block 618 , the client application 234

selected from among a plurality of electronic communica
tions by the first user 340 (e . g ., from among at least three

receives a selection of one or more topical categories 248
from an enumerated plurality of topical categories ( e . g .,

tronic communications , from among at least 10 electronic

fication of gender from the first user 340 . Moreover, in

using the interface illustrated in FIG . 8 ), and associates the

electronic communications, from among at least five elec
communications, etc . ). Each electronic communication in

one or more topical categories with the first avatar 238 ( e . g .,

the plurality of electronic communications is associated with

embodiments a selection of a first electronic communication

0229 ] Referring to block 624 of FIG . 6C , in some
embodiments , the forming the sticker 256 comprises con

by inclusion in the user 's profile 246 illustrated in FIG . 2 ).
[0225 ] Referring to block 620 of FIG . 6C , in some
252 is received within the client application 236 . The

electronic communication 252 is associated with a topical
category 248 in the one or more topical categories . The

a category 248 in the one or more topical categories.

currently displaying the altered version 258 of the first

avatar and an emotion slide bar on the display. An example
of this is illustrated in FIG . 16 . First user selection of each

altered version 258 of the first avatar responsive to the

different portion 1604 of the emotion slide bar 1602 displays
a different emotion on the altered version 258 of the first
avatar from a discrete set of emotions. In some embodi

altered version 258 of the first avatar comprises one or more

ments , the slide bar includes five or more portions each

method continues by forming a sticker 256 comprising an

selection of the first electronic communication 252. The

visible layers that are present in the first avatar and one or

representing a different emotion , ten or more portions each

more visible layers that are not present in the first avatar. The
purpose of the one or more visible layers that are not present

representing a different emotion , or 25 or more portions each
representing a different emotion . Responsive to receiving a

in the first avatar 238 is to alter the expression of the first

user swipe of the emotion slide bar, the different emotion

avatar 238 so that it is seen as “ reacting " the information

displayed on the altered version 258 of the first avatar is

conveyed in the first electronic communication.
[0226 ] In some such embodiments, the sticker 256 , which

may be for example in JPEG format, is fused with the first
electronic communication 252 to form a message . In some

such embodiments, the message is communicated to one or
more other users 340 using the application. In some embodi
ments , the client application 236 accomplishes the distribu

tion of the message to one or more other users using
application programming interface (API) calls that are sup

ported by one or more social networking applications that

are installed on the user' s client device 102 . For instance , if

the user has FACEBOOK MESSENGER , TWITTER ,

SNAPCHAT, iMESSAGE, etc . (or other social networking
applications ) installed on the client application , API calls
supported by these applications can be used by the client
application 236 to distribute the message to one or more
other users that are among the first user ' s FACEBOOK
MESSENGER , TWITTER , SNAPCHAT, iMESSAGE , etc .

(or other social networking applications ) contacts .

changed to the emotion associated with the different portion
of the emotion slide bar in which the user swipe ended .

Referring to block 626 of FIG . 6C , in some embodiments the

altered version 258 of the first avatar includes a pair of eyes,
a pair of eyelids, a set of lips, and a pair of eyebrows, and
each respective emotion in the discrete set of emotions

specifies at least a first characteristic position for the set of
lips of the first avatar and a second characteristic position for
the pair of eyebrows of the first avatar.
[0230 ] Referring to block 628 of FIG . 6D , in some

embodiments , the altered version 258 of the first avatar

includes a pair of eyes, a pair of eyelids, a set of lips, and a
pair of eyebrows. The altered version 258 of the first avatar

is rendered dynamic within the sticker by relative movement

of the pair of eyes , the pair of eyelids, the set of lips and the

pair of eyebrows with respect to the altered version 258 of
the first avatar through a repeating pattern of expressions
over time. For instance, referring to FIG . 17 , in some
embodiments , the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
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rendered dynamic by moving the eyebrows of the depicted
avatar 258- 1 within the sticker 256 through a repeating

pattern over time. For example , the eyebrows of the depicted

avatar 258 - 1 within the sticker 256 are posed within the

[0235 ] Referring to block 636 of FIG . 6E , in some

embodiments the client application 236 provides at a time
after the selection of the first electronic communication 252 ,

a first affordance (e . g ., a check box , a radio button , a slide

sticker in a first position ( e. g., lowered ) for few millisec
onds, then posed within the sticker in a second position (e .g.,
straight) for a few milliseconds, and then posed within the

bar, an input field , a radio button , a drop -down menu, a
shopping cart, etc .). Selection of the first affordance by the
first user 340 displays a first tool for selection from a

returning to the first position , and then cycling through the
second and third position over and over again . In some
embodiments , the repeating pattern has three discrete inde
pendent positions that are cycled through as outlined above .
More typically , the repeating pattern has ten ormore discrete

user in a contact list 250 of the first user 340 within the
application. Responsive to receiving a selection of one or
more second avatars from the plurality of avatars, the client

sticker in a third position ( e . g ., raised ) for a few millisec
onds. This sequence is then repeated with the eyebrows

independent positions that are cycled through , or one hun

dred or more discrete independent positions that are cycled

plurality of avatars other than the first avatar 238 . Each
avatar in the plurality of avatars is associated with a different
application 236 compiles the one or more second avatars

into the sticker 256 . Referring to block 638 of FIG . 6E , in

some embodiments , the client application 236 provides, at a
time after the selection of the first electronic communication

through . In some embodiments , each position is depicted for

252, a second affordance ( e .g ., a check box , a radio button ,

at least one millisecond , at least 10 milliseconds, at least 100

a slide bar , an input field , a radio button , a drop - down menu ,

milliseconds, or at least 250 milliseconds before moving on

to the next position .
[0231] Referring to block 630 of FIG . 6D , in some
embodiments the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
rendered dynamic within the sticker by any combination of:
varying an amount of facial bone deformation, varying a
pupil size , varying eyelid position , varying an eye size ,
varying pupilposition , varying mouth position , varying nose
position , varying ear position , varying a mouth size , or
varying a face perspective in the altered version 258 of the
first avatar over time.

a shopping cart, etc . ). Selection of the second affordance by
the first user 340 displays a second tool for annotating the

sticker with a user provided expression encapsulated in a

bubble 268.

[0236 ] Referring to block 640 of FIG . 6E , in some

embodiments , the client application 236 provides , at a time
after the selection of the first electronic communication 252 ,

a first affordance and a second affordance ( e.g ., a check box ,
a radio button , a slide bar, an input field , a radio button , a
drop -downmenu , a shopping cart, etc . ). Selection of the first
affordance by the first user 340 displays a first tool for
selection from a plurality of avatars other than the first

[0232 ] As another example, referring to FIG . 17 , in some
embodiments , the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
rendered dynamic (e .g ., within the sticker ) by changing the
size of the eyes of the depicted avatar 258 - 1 within the
sticker 256 over time, moving the eyelids of the depicted
avatar 258 - 1 within the sticker 256 through a first repeating

avatar. Each avatar 238 in the plurality of avatars is asso

pattern over time, and moving the lips of the depicted avatar

258 - 1 within the sticker 256 through a second repeating

second avatars from the plurality of avatars , the network

pattern over time, and/or moving the eyebrows of the

depicted avatar 258 -1 within the sticker 256 through a third

second avatars from the plurality of avatars into the sticker

repeating pattern over time where the first, second, and third
repeating pattern is the same or different. That is , they may

256 . Selection of the second affordance by the first user 340
displays a second tool for annotating the sticker with a first

have different numbers of independent positions that are
cycled through , and on different timing schedules ( e. g ., each
independent position of the first repeating pattern may be
rendered in the sticker 256 for a different amount of time
than each independent position of the second repeating
pattern ).
[ 0233] Referring to block 632 of FIG . 6D , in some

user 340 provided expression encapsulated in a bubble 268.
[0237 ] Referring to block 642 of FIG . 6F , in some embodi
ments , network communication module 234 provide a first
affordance at a time after the selection of the first electronic

embodiments the altered version 258 of the first avatar is
rendered dynamic within the sticker ( e. g ., within the sticker )
by any combination of: varying a position of the avatar in the

ciated with a different user 340 in a contact list 250 of the
first user 340 within the application or an enumerated list of
avatars provided by the application . Each avatar in the
enumerated list of avatars represents a different public

figure. Responsive to receiving a selection of one or more

communication module 234 compiles the one or more

communication 252 . User selection of the affordance dis

plays a first tool for selection from a plurality of second

avatars 238 other than the first avatar. Each second avatar in

the plurality of avatars is associated with a different user 340

in a contact list 250 of the first user 340 within the appli
cation or an enumerated list of avatars provided by the

sticker over time, varying a scale of the altered version 258

application . Each avatar in the enumerated list of avatars

part of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the sticker
over time.
10234 ] Referring to block 634 of FIG . 6D , in some
embodiments the first avatar 238 is rendered dynamic within
the sticker ( e .g ., within the sticker ) by at least moving one

of avatars by the first user 340, the client application 236
compiles the one ormore second avatars from the plurality

of the first avatar in the sticker over time, or moving a body

or more body parts of the altered version 258 of the first
avatar in the sticker over time. the one or more body parts
is selected from the group consisting of the arms, the feet,

the legs, the hands, the neck , or the head of the altered

version 258 of the first avatar.

represents a different public figure . Responsive to receiving
a selection of one or more second avatars from the plurality

of avatars into the sticker 256 . The forming further com

prises concurrently displaying the altered version 258 of the
first avatar, the one or more selected second avatars , and an
emotion slide bar on the display . First user 340 selection of
each different portion of the emotion slide bar provides a

different emotion on the altered version 258 of the first

avatar and the one or more selected second avatars from a
discrete set of emotions. An example of this is illustrated in
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FIG . 16 . First user selection of each different portion 1602

Non - limiting examples of props 262 a user can use to
furniture , tools , flags, balloons, signs, crosses, weapons,

of the emotion slide bar 1602 displays a different emotion on

modify the sticker in accordance with block 446 includes

the altered version 258 of the first avatar and each second
avatar in the one or more second avatars from a discrete set
of emotions. Responsive to receiving a user swipe of the
emotion slide bar 1602 , the emotion displayed on the altered

embodiments , the user selects the prop 262 for inclusion in
the sticker 256 from a stock panel of props offered by client

garbage cans , animals, cages , or other objects. In some

different portion 1604 of the emotion slide bar 1602 in which

application 236 . In some embodiments, the user is able to
add their own props 262 the stock panel of props offered by
client application 236 for inclusion in the sticker 256 in

the user swipe ended .

accordance with block 446 .

[0238 ] Referring to block 644 of FIG . 6F, in some embodi
ments the first electronic communication 252 is a news

[0242 ] In some embodiments , the modifying the sticker
256 in accordance with block 646 comprises adding a
background scene 266 to the sticker 256 using the affor
dance . FIG . 15 illustrates one such background scene 266 ,
which is highlighted with a dotted line (which is not part of

version 258 of the first avatar and the one or more selected
second avatars is changed to the emotion associated with the

article received from a remote publication source . For
instance , in some embodiments the remote publication

source is CABLE NEWS NETWORK (CNN ), FOX NEWS,

REUTERS , or the ASSOCIATED PRESS and the news

the sticker 256 ). The background scene 266 of FIG . 15 , by
way of illustration , includes birds being targeted with guns .

[0239] Referring to block 646 of FIG .6F, in some embodi

256 in accordance with block 646 comprises adding and /or
changing a headline 270 of the sticker using the first
affordance . FIG . 15 illustrates a headline 270 . If the user
does not edit the headline 270 , the headline 270 is the sticker

article is published by one of these remote publication
sources over communication network 104 .

ments the client application 236 provides a first affordance

(e.g., a check box , a radio button , a slide bar, an input field ,
a time after the selection of the first electronic communica
tion 252 . Selection of the first affordance by the user 340
displays a tool formodifying the sticker 256 . The modifying

a radio button, a drop -down menu, a shopping cart, etc .) at
the sticker 256 in accordance with block 646 comprises

adding a quote bubble 268, provided by the first user, to the

sticker using the first affordance , adding the avatar of one or
more friends of the first user 340, and designated by the first

[0243] In some embodiments, the modifying the sticker

provided in the original default electronic communication
252 that the user selected at the outset.
[0244 ] Server implementations and bridge tool. Referring

to FIG . 7 , a server implementation bridge tool in accordance
with some aspects of the present disclosure is provided . In
some embodiments, the server implementation bridge tool is

a component of application server module 108 illustrated in

user 340 through the first affordance , to the sticker , changing

FIGS . 1 and 3 .

the expression on each avatar in the sticker using the first

[0245 ] Referring to block 702 , this aspect of the present
disclosure provides a method of customizing avatars 238
responsive to a plurality of events in which a first event in
the plurality of events is received . Referring to block 704 , in

affordance , adding or removing a prop 262 or background

scene 266 to the sticker 256 using the affordance , changing

an article of clothing worn by an avatar in the sticker using
the affordance , repositioning or rescaling a layer that

includes props 262 /backgrounds 266 /clothing using the
affordance , changing the bone position of an avatar in the
sticker using the first affordance , and/or changing a headline

270 of the sticker using the first affordance .
[0240 ] In some embodiments , the modifying the sticker

some embodiments , the first event is a news article received

from a remote publication source . Referring to block 706 of
FIG . 7A , in some embodiments , a first topical category 248

is determined for the first event from among a plurality of

topical categories . Then , referring to block 708 , a plurality
of assets is obtained responsive to the first event. The

256 in accordance with block 646 comprises associating a

plurality of assets determines a position on a first avatar 238

sound construct 260, selected by the first user, to the sticker
256 . In some embodiments, the sound construct 260 is sound

in a scene over time. The first avatar 238 is associated with
a first user 340 that has designated an interest in the first

recorded by the first user, such as a recorded message made

topical category 248 .

by the first user. In some embodiments , the sound construct
260 is less than three seconds, less than 10 seconds, less than

communication 252 , a designer, illustrator, and/ or animator

30 seconds, less than one minute or less than 5 minutes of

sound recorded in an uncompressed audio format, pulse
code modulation (PCM ) format, waveform audio file (WAV )
format, audio interchange file format ( AIFF ), MPEG - Audio

0246 ] In response to an event, described in an electronic
operating in conjunction with server system 106 can design

Layer 3 (MP3 ) format, advanced audio coding (AAC )

a sticker 256 that describes the event. For instance , consider
the hypothetical event in which TWITTER stock plunges
and that TWITTER stockholders have begun to retaliate . A
designer, illustrator, and/ or animatorbuilds a sticker 256 that

(WMA ) format, free lossless audio ( FLAC ) format, APPLE

includes background 266 illustrated in FIG . 15 , that is blue
birds representing TWITTER being shot at. This sticker can

format, OGG (Vorbis ) format, WINDOWS media audio

lossless audio codec (ALAC ) format, WINDOWS media

audio (WMA) format, or some other format. In some
embodiments, the sound construct is a song or a part of a
song. In some embodiments , the sound construct 260 com

prises a sound effect, such as horns blowing , a crowd
cheering, a crowd booing, or person crying, or a person
laughing, etc .
[0241 ] In some embodiments, the modifying the sticker
256 in accordance with block 646 comprises adding or

then be imported into a the “ Scene Builder ” bridge tool 1902
illustrated in FIG . 19 . In some embodiments , the initial
template sticker 256 designed by a designer, illustrator,

and / or animator in response to an electronic communication
252 concerning an event is designed in a commercial

application such as ADOBE PHOTOSHOP. Regardless of
its originating source , all the assets associated with the
designed sticker 256 made responsive to the event in the
electronic communication 252 are imported into the scene

removing a prop 262 to the sticker using the affordance . For

builder module 1902 for further modification by a designer,

instance , FIG . 15 illustrates a prop 262 in the sticker 256 .

illustrator, and /or animator before sending the final product
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to an end client user as a sticker for the end client user to

then modify and share with select contacts of the end client
user.

[ 0247 ] In some embodiments , the assets associated with

the designed sticker 256 made responsive to the event in the

electronic communication 252 that are imported into the
Scene Builder 1902 constitute a plurality of layers. Advan
tageously , the scene builder module allows a user to rear

range or adjust each of the assets . For instance, affordances
X 1904 , Y 1904 , and Z 1906 respectively allow a user to
independently position assets relative to each other along the

X , Y , and Z Cartesian axes of the scene. Affordance 1908
allows the designer to independently scale each of the assets
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where the designer, response to an event, is designing a first
sticker 256 where the altered avatar 258 is holding a golf
club and the designer is designing a second sticker 256
where the altered avatar is holding a baseball bat. In both

stickers 256 an animated expression may be desired : in the
golf club sticker the designerwants to convey a face looking
downwards whereas in the baseball sticker the designer
wants to convey a face looking upwards. Advantageously, to
support this type of avatar alteration , the disclosed systems
and methods provide a library of animated expressions. In
some embodiments there are more than 100 versions of each
expression . The designer picks from among these expres
sions, which are accessed through panel 1924 . For instance ,

to different sizes within the scene, while affordance 1910
allows the designer to independently rotate each of the assets
with respect to the overall scene . Affordances 1912 , 1914 ,

as illustrated in panel 1924 , the designer can quickly set
which direction the altered avatar 258 eyes are focused ,

1916 , and 1918 respectively allow the designer to promote

whether the eyes are blinking , mouth movement and face

an asset forward relative to other assets , send an asset

designate whether the pupils of the altered avatar 258 are to
move or to be fixed . The designer can use panel 1924 to

backward relative to other assets, bring an asset to the front

before all other assets, and send an asset to the back behind
all other assets . In some embodiments , a layer is a sprite

sheet animation . A sprite sheet is a bitmap image file that
contains several smaller graphics in a tiled grid arrangement.

By compiling several graphics into a single data construct,

the sticker, the enable animation of the layer in other

applications that receive the sticker.
[ 0248 ] Advantageously, the bridge tool 1902 allows the

designer to designate which layers within a sticker 256 will

perspective. Thus , the designer can use panel 1924 to
designate whether the eyes of the altered avatar 258 are to

be able to blink or not. The designer can use panel 1924 to
designate whether the mouth of the altered avatar 258 is to
move or not. The designer can use panel 1924 to designate

whether the face of the altered avatar 258 is to move or not.
Further, the designer can use affordance 1926 to pick an

actual expression from a library of expressions .

10252 ] Furthermore , the bridge tool 1902 provides body

be visible to which users . This is useful, for instance , for
customizing the sticker 256 in a gender specific manner. For
instance , for each layer, the designer can designate permis

presets 1928 . Consider the case where the designer wants the
altered avatar 258 to be parasailing in response to an event

sions such as “ show this layer to all our users ,” show this
layer to male users , " show this layer to female users.” This
allows the designer to use bridge tool 1902 to have each user

portions of the altered avatar 258 into a sticker 256 ( e . g.,
“ insert only the head ” of the actual avatar into the sticker

wear custom clothes, for instance the designer will make a

male shirt in a layer that is only visible to male users, a
female shirt in a layer that is only visible to female user, and
so forth .

[0249 ] Advantageously further, the bridge tool 1902 can
be used to tint a layer. Consider the case where the designer

wants a sticker 256 where the altered avatar 258 has comi

cally large hands . The designer can draw hands (or import an

asset depicting hands) that are not part of the avatar ' s
original hands. The designer then matches the user ' s avatar ' s
skin colors , to tint the new hands to the user ' s skin color. The
bridge tool 1902, or software working in conjunction with
the bridge tool 1902 then , creates the sticker 256 containing
the altered avatar 258 with a layer of tinting and then gender.

[0250) Panels 1920 “ User Avatar” and 1922 “ Friend Ava
tar " allow the designer to input the data from a commercial

software package to position an avatar 238 to thereby form

altered avatar 258 . For instance , the designer can use panels

1920 and 1922 to adjust avatar body positions (e .g ., place

the avatar 's arm up , place the avatar 's leg up , etc .) The
designer, illustrator, and /or animator can also upload other

assets to do some facial modification . The designer, illus

trator, and/ or animator can also upload full avatar body
movement/animations .

10251] Expression options panel 1924 of the bridge tool
1902 allows the user to animate avatar facial expressions .

Because very fast turnaround is needed between event
notification and electronic communication distribution 252

with stickers 256 highly specific , but focused , animation
tools are provided in some embodiments . Consider the case

or to be in a spacesuit in response to an event. In such
instances, body presets 1928 are invoked to insert only

256 ). Then the designer can just add a layer that includes a
Likewise , body presets 1928 of bridge tool 1902 has presets

spacesuit. In this way, the avatar appears to be in a spacesuit.
for avatars without legs. This is useful in situations where

the designer, for example , wants the altered avatar that will
be appearing in a sticker 256 to be skates . In such an
instance , the designer would make a gendered , painted asset,
and then put on a legless avatar body to the asset in order to
form a sticker 256 that conveys the image of an avatar on
skates.
[0253] Thus, the bridge tool 1902 allows a designer to
develop a sticker 256 for each user event possible . In some
embodiments, the bridge tool 1902 provides over 3 million

different avatar combinations. The bridge tool 1902 serves
as a way to acquire assets from commercial packages that

serve as the props 262, foreground elements 264, and

background 266 of scenes . Moreover, the bridge tool 1902

allows for the rearrangement, scaling, and coloring of these

components, and to determine which client user stickers 256

get which components ( e. g., as in the gender example
discussed above ). One of the assets acquired is the base

avatar 238 of each prospective client user. This base avatar

238 is then modified using the bridge tool 1902 to form the
altered avatar 258 that appears to be reacting to the event
associated with an electronic communication 252 . The

bridge tool is advantageously in the form of a computer

graphic interface because designers prefer to work visually
rather than programmatically. FIGS. 20 and 21 illustrate
example animated stickers in accordance with an aspect of
the present disclosure.
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[0254 ] As such , the bridge tool 1902 enhances a work flow
in which a news or other form of event breaks . When this
occurs , a brief writer, within 10 to 15 minutes , writes up a
description almost like a director on what the brief write

thinks the sticker describing the event should look like .

Then , a designer/illustrator makes the sticker and mocks it

up , sketched it out within an hour. The designer can use the

bridge tool 1902 tool once the sticker 256 is ready to be sent

out to users so that such users can get the electronic
communication 252 conveying the event and the proposed
sticker 256 that shows the altered avatar 258 reacting to the

event, within their respective client applications 236 . In

some embodiments , this entire work flow occurs within an

hour or two of the breaking of the event.
10255 ]. Thus, consider the case where there are 100 client
users that are all interested in the Golden State Warriors .
Consider further that the Warriors win a game. It is deter

mined that this is newsworthy . So , a summary of the game
is made and the disclosed systems and methods are used to

selected body Preset: e. g., the body preset could constitute
an added big nose, small nose , whatever, with the skin color
turned green in forming the sticker 256 that includes the
altered avatar 258 showing that user's avatar reacting an
electronic communication pertaining to the Incredible Hulk
movie. Thus, advantageously , the bridge tool 1902 can be
used to specify several different things about the avatar that
then get globally processed against many, many, many

unique avatars that were each created by a user. As such , the
designer does not have to go in and change everybody ' s

avatar manually . They use the bridge tool 1902 to just
change a unique set of features that are applied to each
avatar 238 to thereby form the unique avatars 258 respon
sive to an event that are in the stickers 256 . In some

embodiments , the avatar 238 is put into a sticker verbatim ,
e .g ., with no changes . More typically , the bridge tool 1902

is used to form altered avatars in which , for example, to hats

have been put on them or wigs on them (e . g ., to represent

communicate this to the 100 relevant users. As such , a

Donald Trump) clothing has been changes, etc .
[0257 ] In this way, the client application 236 is self

avatar 258 , into the sticker 256 received by that user in

they will laugh and see themselves with this quite unique
expression that is unique in that it is what their reaction

sticker is designed that conveys the Warriors winning, and
then for each respective user of the 100 users, the respective
user ' s avatar 238 is modified and incorporated , as an altered

conjunction with a headline in the sticker conveying that the
Warriors won the game, where the altered avatar shows their
favorable reaction to their favorite team winning a game.
The avatars for those 100 people are all different, so the
disclosed systems and methods must pull up each of the 100

different default avatars and change their expression in the

manner specified by the bridge tool 1902 in order to form the
100 different stickers for the 100 different users . This scale

promoting in the sense that it is going to strike a chord with

some client users — the altered avatar that comes out — and

would have been themselves as a person to an event. And
then they will share it with other users . The ability to include

the altered avatar of a friend just adds to the uniqueness of
the sticker 256 that is derived . Further, the ability of the user
to add a message in a bubble to the sticker 256 adds to the
uniqueness of the sticker 256 that is derived for an event. As

such , the discloses systems and methods are combining ( 1 )

is merely exemplary . In fact, in more typical instances , there

a user ' s chosen avatar 238 for themselves coupled with a
designer ' s modifications in reaction to something newswor

are 1000 or more different targeted users for a given elec

thy, that newsworthy thing being something that the user

tronic communication , each requiring a unique sticker 256
using the disclosed techniques, there are 10 ,000 or more

themselves said was a category that they would interested in .
Further, the user can add a friend or not add a friend. Further,

tion , each requiring a unique sticker 256 using the disclosed

message . The user can then share the sticker 256 with people

techniques, 100 ,000 or more different targeted users for a

on a timely basis in reaction to the news or other types of

different targeted users for a given electronic communica
given electronic communication , each requiring a unique

sticker 256 using the disclosed techniques, or 1,000 ,000 or
more different targeted users for a given electronic commu
nication , each requiring a unique sticker 256 using the
disclosed techniques. Thus, the disclosed systems and meth
ods take what a designer has implemented through the
bridge tool 1902 and outputs hundreds , thousand , tens of

thousands, or millions of different stickers , one for each
[ 0256 ] Thus, in typical embodiments, the bridge tool 1902

the user can add a bubble or not add or not add a bubble
events .

(0258 ) Accordingly , in some embodiments the first avatar
238 is obtained from a user profile associated with the first

user. Then , referring to block 712 , a sticker 256 is formed
comprising an altered version 258 of the first avatar. The

altered version 258 of the first avatar comprises : (i) one or
more visible layers that are present in the first avatar 238 and
(ii) one or more visible layers that are not present in the first

client user .

avatar and that include all or a portion of the plurality of

is focused on the component of an avatar 238 that have to do
with expression , but doesn 't have to do with hair color or

in some embodiments the one or more visible layers that are
not present in the first avatar 238 comprises a gender layer

skin color or all the other things that are coded in the base
avatar 238 that were set up by the user, using for example the

244 that customizes the altered version 258 of the first avatar
in accordance with a gender of the first user 340. Referring

processes outlined in FIGS . 9 through 12 . In typical embodi
ments, the bridge tool 1902 modifies avatar body position , a
gender layer, a tint layer , expression , or body presets. Thus ,

to block 716 , in some embodiments, the one or more visible
layers not present in the first avatar 238 and that include all
or a portion of the plurality of assets comprises one or more

for example , consider the case where the Incredible Hulk has

assets that are tinted to a skin color of the first avatar 238 that

stickers about the Incredible Hulk will be needed . An

user 340 . Referring to block 718 , in some embodiments the

a new movie coming out and it is contemplated that a lot of

Incredible Hulk Body Preset can be added to bridge tool
1902 component 1928 that will take any user 's avatar 's skin
color, whatever it is, and turn it green . So the designer in this
tool, using Body Presets 1928, selects the Incredible Hulk
body preset and the avatar 238 of every single user gets the

assets thereby forming a sticker 256 . Referring to block 714 ,

is specified in the user profile 246 associated with the first
forming specifies the Cartesian coordinates of a body part of

the first avatar 238 in a background scene 266 over time.

Referring to block 720, in some embodiments , the body part

is a torso , a hand , a finger, a thumb, a pelvis, a foot, a leg ,

or an arm of the first avatar 238 .
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[0259 ] Referring to block 722, in some embodiments , the

altered version 258 of the first avatar includes a pair of eyes,
a pair of eyelids, a set of lips, and a pair of eyebrows. The

altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic
within the sticker 256 by relative movement of the pair of
eyes , the pair of eyelids, the set of lips and the pair of

eyebrows with respect to the altered version 258 of the first

avatar through a repeating pattern of expressions over time.

[0260 ] Referring to block 724 , in some embodiments, the

altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic

within the sticker 256 by any combination of: varying an
amount of facial bone deformation , varying a pupil size ,
varying eyelid position , varying an eye size , varying pupil

thereby enable others skilled in the art to best use the
invention and various described embodiments with various
modifications as are suited to the particular use contem
plated .
1. A method of customizing a first avatar responsive to an
event, the method comprising:
A ) receiving a first event from a remote source ;
B ) determining a first topical category for the first event

from among a plurality of topical categories ;
C ) obtaining a plurality of assets and a scene that are each

responsive to the first event, wherein each respective

asset in the plurality of assets determines a position of

position , varying mouth position , varying nose position ,

a portion of the first avatar in the scene over time,
wherein the scene provides contextual information

perspective in the altered version 258 of the first avatar,

associated with a first user that has designated an

varying ear position , varying a mouth size , or varying a face

thereby effecting a repeating pattern of expressions over
time.

[0261] Referring to block 726 , in some embodiments, the
altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic

within the sticker 256 by any combination of: varying a
position of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the
sticker 256 over time, varying a scale of the altered version
258 of the first avatar in the sticker 256 over time, or moving
a body part of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in
the sticker 256 over time.

[0262] Referring to block 728 , in some embodiments , the

altered version 258 of the first avatar is rendered dynamic

within the sticker 256 by at least moving one or more body
parts of the altered version 258 of the first avatar in the

sticker 256 over time, where the one or more body parts is

selected from the group consisting of the arms, the feet, the
legs, the hands, the neck , or the head of the altered version
258 of the first avatar.

[0263] Referring to block 730 , in some embodiments, the

sticker 256 is provided to the first user along with a first
electronic communication 252 that describes the first event.

related to the first event, and wherein the first avatar is

interest in the first topical category ;

D ) obtaining the first avatar from a user profile associated

with the first user;
E ) forming a sticker comprising the scene with an altered

version of the first avatar overlayed overlaid on the

scene, wherein the altered version of the first avatar
comprises : (i) one or more visible layers that are
present in the first avatar obtained from the user profile
and ( ii) one or more visible layers that are not present
in the first avatar obtained from the user profile and that

include all or a portion of the plurality ofassets , thereby
forming a sticker ;
F ) providing the sticker to the first user; and

G ) responsive to input from the first user, sharing the
sticker with a plurality of users designated by the first
user.

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the providing F )

further provides to the first user a first electronic commu
nication that describes the first event.

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein one or more visible

[ 0264 ] Referring to block 732 , in some embodiments , the

layers that are not present in the first avatar and that include

providing the sticker 256 to the first user (e . g ., using the

layer that customizes the altered version of the first avatar in

method further comprises previewing the sticker 256 prior to

bridge tool 1902 ).
[0265 ] Referring to block 733 , in some embodiments, the
obtaining 710 , forming 712 , and providing 730 is performed
for each respective user in a plurality of users that has user

that has designated an interest in the first topical category
248 . For instance , referring to block 736 , in some embodi
ments, more than 1000 users , more than 10 ,000 users , or
more than 100 ,000 users have designated an interest in the

all or a portion of the plurality of assets comprises a gender

accordance with a gender of the first user.
4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein one or more visible
layers that are not present in the first avatar and that include

all or a portion of the plurality of assets comprises one or

more assets that are tinted to a skin color of the first avatar
that is specified in the user profile associated with the first
user.

5 . The method of claim 1, wherein the forming E )

first topical category 248.
[0266 ] Referring to block 733 , in some embodiments the

specifies the Cartesian coordinates of a body part of the first

obtaining of block 708, the obtaining of block 710 , the

a hand , a finger, a thumb, a pelvis , a foot, a leg , or an arm

avatar in the scene over time.

than the first event .

6 . The method ofclaim 5 , wherein the body part is a torso ,
of the first avatar.
7 . Themethod of claim 1, the method further comprising
previewing the sticker at a remote location prior to providing
the sticker to the first user.

tion , has been described with reference to specific embodi

forming E ) , and providing F ) is performed for each respec

receiving of block 702 , the determining of block 706 , the

forming of block 712 , and the providing of block 730 is
where he second event has a different topical category 248
performed for a second event in the plurality of events,
[ 0267

The foregoing description , for purpose of explana

8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the obtaining D ) ,

ments . However, the illustrative discussions above are not

tive user, in a plurality of users, that has designated an

intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the

interest in the first topical category.

precise forms disclosed . Many modifications and variations
are possible in view of the above teachings. The embodi
ments were chosen and described in order to best explain the

have designated an interest in the first topical category.

principles of the invention and its practical applications, to

9 . The method of claim 8 , wherein more than 1000 users

10 . The method of claim 1, wherein the first event is a
news article received from a remote publication source .
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11. The method of claim 1, wherein
eyes, a pair of eyelids, a set of lips, and a pair of

the altered version of the first avatar includes a pair of

eyebrows, and
the altered version of the first avatar is rendered dynamic
within the sticker by relative movement of the pair of
eyes, the pair of eyelids, the set of lips and the pair of
eyebrows with respect to the altered version of the first
avatar through a repeating pattern of expressions over
time.
12 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the altered version of
the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any

combination of: varying an amount of facial bone deforma

tion , varying a pupil size , varying eyelid position , varying an
eye size , varying pupil position , varying mouth position ,
varying nose position , varying ear position , varying a mouth
size , or varying a face perspective in the altered version of
the first avatar, thereby effecting a repeating pattern of
expressions over time.

13 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the altered version of
the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by any

combination of: varying a position of the altered version of

the first avatar in the sticker over time, varying a scale of the

altered version of the first avatar in the sticker over time, or

moving a body part of the altered version of the first avatar
in the sticker over time.

14 . The method of claim 1, wherein the altered version of

the first avatar is rendered dynamic within the sticker by at
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F ) providing the sticker to the first user; and

G ) responsive to input from the first user , sharing the

sticker with a plurality of users designated by the first
user.

16 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the form
the first avatar in the scene over time.

ing E ) specifies the Cartesian coordinates of a body part of
17 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the pro

viding F ) further provides to the first user a first electronic
communication that describes the first event.

18 . A non -transitory computer readable storage medium

storing an application having a first avatar representing a
first user , the application comprising instructions for:

A ) receiving a first event from a remote source ;

B ) determining a first topical category for the first event
from among a plurality of topical categories ;

C ) obtaining a plurality of assets and a scene that are each
responsive to the first event, wherein each respective
asset in the plurality of assets determines a position of
a portion of the first avatar in the scene over time,

wherein the scene provides contextual information
related to the first event, and wherein the first avatar is
associated with a first user that has designated an
interest in the first topical category ;
D ) obtaining the first avatar from a user profile associated
with the first user ;
E ) forming a sticker comprising the scene with an altered
version of the first avatar overlaid on the scene , wherein
the altered version of the first avatar comprises : ( i) one

least moving one or more body parts of the altered version
of the first avatar in the sticker over time, wherein the one
or more body parts is selected from the group consisting of

ormore visible layers that are present in the first avatar

the arms, the feet , the legs , the hands, the neck , or the head

obtained from the user profile and that include all or a

of the altered version of the first avatar.

15 . A computer system for customizing a first avatar
responsive to an event in an application having the first
avatar representing a first user, the computer system com

obtained from the user profile and ( ii ) one or more

visible layers that are not present in the first avatar

portion of the plurality of assets , thereby forming a
sticker; and
F ) providing the sticker to the first user ; and
G ) responsive to input from the first user, sharing the

prising at least one processor, a display, and memory storing

sticker with a plurality of users designated by the first

at least one program for execution by the at least one

user.

processor, the at least one program comprising instructions
for:

A ) receiving a first event from a remote source ;
from among a plurality of topical categories;

B ) determining a first topical category for the first event

C ) obtaining a plurality of assets and a scene that are each

responsive to the first event, wherein each respective

asset in the plurality of assets determines a position of
a portion of the first avatar in the scene over time,

wherein the scene provides contextual information

related to the first event, and wherein the first avatar is

associated with a first user that has designated an
interest in the first topical category ;
D ) obtaining the first avatar from a user profile associated
with the first user;

E ) forming a sticker comprising the scene with an altered
version of the first avatar overlaid on the scene , wherein

the altered version of the first avatar comprises: (i) one

or more visible layers that are present in the first avatar
obtained from the user profile and ( ii ) one or more

visible layers that are not present in the first avatar
obtained from the user profile and that include all or a

portion of the plurality of assets , thereby forming a
sticker; and

19 . The non -transitory computer readable storage medium

of claim 18 , wherein the forming E ) specifies the Cartesian
coordinates of a body part of the first avatar in the scene over
time.

20 . The non -transitory computer readable storagemedium

of claim 18 , wherein the providing F ) further provides to the

first user a first electronic communication that describes the
first event.

21 . The computer system ofclaim 15 ,wherein the at least

one program provides a plurality of affordances that collec

tively permit a designer to independently position respective

assets in the plurality of assets relative to each other along
X , Y , and Z Cartesian axes of the scene.
22 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the at least

one program provides an affordance that permits a designer
to independently scale each asset in the plurality of assets to
a different size in the scene.

23 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the at least

one program enables a designer to specify a permission for

a first layer in the one or more visible layers , and wherein the

first layer is conditionally shown to the first user in the
sticker when an attribute of the first user satisfies the

permission .
24 . The computer system of claim 15, wherein the avatar
has a face with eyes and a mouth and the at least one
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program enables a designer to form the altered version of the
first avatar by setting a direction the altered avatar eyes are
focused , whether the eyes are blinking or not, whether the

mouth is to moving or not and whether the face of the altered

avatar is moving or not.

25 . The computer system ofclaim 15 ,wherein that at least
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28 . The method of claim 26 , wherein the modification of

the sticker is the addition by the first user of an avatar of a
friend of the first message on the sticker in addition to the
altered version of the first avatar.
29. The method of claim 26 , wherein the modification of
the sticker is the association of a sound construct selected by

one program provides a plurality of affordances, wherein
each respective affordance in the plurality of affordances is

the first user to the sticker.
30 . The method of claim 26 , wherein the modification of

associated with a different portion of the first avatar and

the first user to the sticker .

wherein invocation of a respective affordance in the plurality
of affordances enables a designer to insert or not insert a

corresponding portion of the first avatar into the sticker in
the form of the altered version of the first avatar.

26 . The method of claim 1, wherein
the method further comprises accepting a modification
sticker from the first user, and
the sharing G ) comprises sharing the modification of the
sticker with the plurality of users designated by the first

user .

27. Themethod of claim 26 , wherein the modification of
the sticker is the addition by the first user of a message in a
bubble on the sticker.

the sticker is the addition of a background scene selected by

31. The method of claim 26 , wherein the modification of
selected by the first user.
the sticker is the addition to the sticker of a headline message
32 . The method of claim 1, wherein
the first event is a victory achieved by a sports team ,

the contextual information related to the first event con
veys the victory achieved by the sports team , and

the one or more visible layers that are not present in the
first avatar obtained from the user profile of the first

user cause the first avatar to look like the first avatar has

a favorable reaction to the victory achieved by the

sports team in the sticker .

